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University could
face occupation
by Guy Fisher

Nationwide occupations of
college and university buildings are being planned for the
19th and 20th of February as
part of the National Union of
Students (NUS) action against
the two per cent grants award
for next year, and also against
the Fowler Review.

dents, will begin an overnight Occupation of a University building.
This will be intended to symbolise
the fact that as a result of recent
government proposals such as
abolition of Housing Benefit for
students in university accommodation, cuts in Housing Benefit during the short vacations, and now
the possibility of students having to
pay a. poll tax , some students could

be left homeless and many will face
several financial difficulties.
On Thursday 20th, mass rallies
are planned for every major town
in Scotland.
Exact details of the action are
being kept secret for the time
being, but a meeting will be held
this Saturday in the Mandela
Centre and anyone interested in
taking part in the action is invited to

go along.
Guy Fisher
.• A Students' Association bus to
the London demonstration against
the Fowler Review (organised by
the NUS) will be leaving from
Charles Street at 11 pm on the 25th
February, and on the night of the.
26th. Tickets from Potterrow
Union Shop and EUSA offices
price £5.
'

sion".
Last year the four British pap-
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In the news ...

PLU)'

Sally
Magnusson
-pages 2-5
Films reviewed ...

A Chorus Line
Spies Like Us
-page7

Rector in nude kissing shock?! Not quite, but look at Sports Union President Mark Loughlin's face. What is
he looking at? Archie Mac Pherson was presenting the trophies at the Sports Union Ball last Thursday. More
pictures on page 19. Photo by David Yarrow.

Ban threat for Sun and Times
A motion is to be put to the next
General Meeting of the Students'
Association demanding a boycott
of Rupert Murdoch's News International
publications,
which
indude The Times and The Sun.
Despite the latter paper's labelling of students at Reading who
recently banned their publication
as "Loonie Lefties" and "unde.mocratic", the proposer of the
Edinburgh motion, lain Cameron, maintains he is very far from ·
a lunatic, and is regarded by colleagues in the Labour Club as
positively right wing. Indeed, he is
well qualified to comment on this
issue , having ample first-hand
experience through being onetime editor ofStudent and The Festival Times.
The main thrust of the motion is
to be against Mr Murdoch's
"obscene desire for profit" that
had led to the sacking of 5,000
print workers. The proposer ·
hopes that students will make
their views plain as "Murdoch is
likely to set a precedent for future
employers . .. their employers''.
However, Mr Cameron wants
the motion to be discussed and
thought about by the maximum
number of students possible. and
not just "passed as a hack deci-

Valentine's
messages

Samantha Fox

EUSA Secretary Robbie Foy
said that Edinburgh, along with all
other Scottish colleges and universities, will be trying to ensure that
maximum publicity is achieved and
that as many students as possible
participate.
On Wednesday 19th the Students' Association hopes to shut
down Edinburgh University by picketing lectures and handing out
leaflets in action similar to that
taken bythe AUT a fewwe~ksago.•
Foy told Student: "There will be no
question of forcing students to
boycott lectures , but the aim will be
to bring as many classes as possible
to a halt."
In the afternoon , a mass meeting
will be held in the McEwan Hall
· where it is hoped that three or four
representatives from the NUS , the
Edinburgh District Council , a trade
union and a local politicianwil)
make speeches.
Shortly after the meeting mem-.
bers from the SRC, along with stu-

WCSIJW

ers - with The Sun as the financial lynchpin - netted a profit of
£47 million for News International. Now, with Murdoch 's
recent acquisition of six TV stations spanning America , still
more profiis must be in order to
finance his US investments.

By sacking 5,000 print workers ,
News International has saved between £15 and £55 million in
redundancy
payments. This,
despite Sogat '82's professed willingness to negotiate 2,000 job losses. Thus , Cameron sees the case
as being one of the print workers'

desire for jobs, against a newspaper owner's overriding "obsession" with profit. This being the
case , he believes Edinburgh
should follow Reading's lead and
boycott The Sun, The News of the
World, The Times and The Sunday Times.
Ross Parsons

Rifkind and Murdoch
honoured by Tory Club
Edinburgh University's Tory
Club held their annual general
meeting on Mm:iday night - concluding what was regarded as a
"highly successful" year with the
election of next year's committee.
Third year history student
Andrew Hayes was elected President with SRC members Hilary
And~rson and David Thomas
being elected as joint Vice-Presidents.
Outgoing President George
Shepherd highlighted, in his
annual report, what he saw as the

club's achievements over the past
.year. Not least was the use of student publications "as an excellent
vehicle for putting over radical
right wing ideas"!
Former Tory Club committee
member .Simon Morgan was last
month sacked as EUSA's PreUniversity Confeserence Director, but has achieved further
notoriety by last weekend being
appointed President of the Scottish Federation of Conservative
Students.
Concludi n&i·tUii"1'11"'1;\<
Shepherd

tee to · do their utmost to ensure
that their "struggle against ,the
forces of socialism continues
unimpeded".
A number of honorary positions were ratified, including
former club President Malqilm
Rifkind - the new Scottish secc
retary - as ·Honorary President.
Newspaper union fan Rupert
Murdoch and heavily defeated
Edinburgh
rectorial
hopeful
Teddy Taylor are amongst tl)e
four new honorary vice-presi-·
dents.
Devin Scobie·
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MPs inundated by students' letters

.

weapOllS

•

MPs respond toActton Week debate
Education Action Week saw hUJ)dreds of students writing to local MPs
to express their disapproval about government cuts in higher education.
So what effect did your letters have? Student investigates . . .
Ron Brown , Labour MP for
Leith, received about ninety letters : Talking to Student , Mr
Brown showed concern for the
students' cause and said that his
first reaction will be to reply to all
the letters personally. He added
that he has passed the letters on to
the "appropriate Minister" so that
he knows the views of Edinburgh
students. " I know students have
got to live, " said Mr Brown "I
know they've got to have a decent
grant."
He went on to comment about
the importance of future investment. "You have to invest in
people" he said , and whilst agreeing that it was important to spend
money on developing work ski lls
and techniques, Mr Brown said
emphatically that it is people who
are needed if his work is to continue -education is on top priority.
" It is damnable what is happening to young folk ," he continued,
"I don't see why students should
have to live on the income of their
parents. Students have a right to

$tf".
be independent."
Speaking forcefully on behalf of
his party , Mr Brown said that in
the event of the Labour Party
being elected in the next General
Election there would be a
reinstatement of the cuts and a
new understanding would be
reached.
There is a debate going on at
present within the Labour Party
as to whether a system involving a
block grant or a merit system

Loughlin claims
SU needs
high profile
Mark· wughlin, the first sab
batical Sp0rts Union President,
has declared this week that the
Sports Union as a whole needs to
raise its profile within the University.
Speaking to Student on Tuesday, Mark Loughlin said: " It ts
incredible that a great deal of students are unaware th at the President of the Sports Union is a sabbatical post. a nd that our other
seven office-bearers a re equally
unknown. "
Mr Loughlin explained that
Edinburgh University has "tremendous sporting potential"
with facilities that rival any other
university in Britain . The Sports
Union , in liaison with the PE
Department, is responsible for
the encouragement. promot ion
and administration of sport at all
levels.
He has issued an open invitation to any Edinburgh University
student to go down to the Sports
Union offices. on the ground floor
of 48 The Pleasance, below Srudenr's offices. and see him . ··You
don't have to be a world-beater ."
he said. '"since the Sports Union is
not restricted to super-fit hunks!
University life is about education .
yet the majority of students are
neglecting their sporting education
by not taking advantage of what is
available to them."
Mark Loughlin feels that sport
at l:.dinburgh University is better

....._~~~~-"'~~--'

should be adopted, but whatever
happens, said Mr Brown, "we will
do the repair work."

Edinburgh's first-ever sabbatica
Sports Union President, Mark
LougWin.
than at any other Scottish university. and it cou ld easily become
the best in Britain if more people
get involved with the 49 different
sports available .
Club participation is not essential; sport is available just as much
to individuals. or groups of individuals . just as much as it is to the
organised, competitive teams. ,
Ma'rk Loughlin is concerned,
essen tially. that more people
become awa re of the existence of
the Sports Union. the facilities on
offer. and above all that more
people do get in'volved in sport.
Devin Scohie

• If you think it's NEWS, phone
the News Team on 5581117 ext. O
or 667 JOH ext. 4496.
• The News Team require
PHOTOGRAPHERS ABLE TO
DEVELOP FILM. Please see
DAVID YARROW at the Student
offices, 48 The Pleasance, Thursdays or Fridays at 1 pm.
·

Mr Brown saw universities
becoming increasingly dependent
on private handouts , in fact, he
went to say that unive rsities are
now becoming "a creature of the
private sector." "The Tories," he
said, "think that institutions
should be run for a profit - this is
typical of their reactionary val-

ues."
He went on to comment that
Edinburgh may possibl y be at a
disadvantage as it is not a member

of the NUS , which, he said , was
probably due to the fact that the
university contained such a high
proRortion of upper middle class
students who might be relucta nt
to be involved with unions .
Edinburgh's Conservative MPs
seemed less keen to express their
opinions to Student.
Lord James Douglas-Hamilton
Conservative MP for Edinburgh
West , refused to give, as he
termed it , "a garbled impression
off the top of his head " on his
views about government cuts.
He did , however, stress that he
would be passing the letters he
received onto Sir Keith Joseph
and would be replying personally
to the students.
Mr Malcolm Rifkind , Tory MP
for Pentlands received 125 letters ,
and whilst declining to give an
interview , due to the many he has
already given to Student in the
past , he did emphasise that he
would be replying to a ll the letters
he had received stating h.is views
on the subject. Both Alex
Fletcher MP and Michael Ancram
MP have previously agreed to do
the same.
Prue Jeffrey and
Linda Davies

Computer used
•
agamst cancer
Experts from the University of
Edinburgh's Department
of
Chemical
Engineering
and
Respiratory Medicine are trying
· to develop a computerised·
weapon in the war against lung
cancer, and have been awarded a
£41,000 grant by the Scottish
Home and Health Department to
aid them in their work.
Lung cancer is now the co~
monest cause of death from
cancer in both men and women in
Scotland , whilst the incidence in
the male population of 120 per
100,000 is the highest in the world.
The cancer is often first seen as a
shadow on a chest x-ray, but not
all shadows are due to lung cancer
and a tissue sample is needed to
confirm a diagnosis . A fibre optic
probe is normally inserted ·
through the chest wall to ta ke the
sample.

Small tumours are, however ,
difficult to locate and their early
detection is vital in the search for a
cure. The new project aims to produce a system linked to existing Xray and TV screens to give the
radiologist precise information
about where the tumour is.
The new project coincides with
recent government figures which
estimate that a third of young
people are. smoking by the time
they are 19, and that lung cancer
caused by smoking results in up to
100,000 deaths per year in Britain.
It is hoped that the proj ect will
help in the battle against lung
cancer and, if successful, will also
be used for similar purposes in
other parts of the body , for exa!T)ple , bone, possibly liver , kidney
and lymph glands.
Neil Forsvth

"This House would arm the
Police" was the motion chosen for
the final s of the Scottish Maiden
Speakers Debaiing Compe tition
tion, held in Teviot Row Union
last Wednesday .
Glasgow Ufo'vers1iy ·s team
speaking against the motion , won
the trophy in a debate notable for
an extremely high standard from
all those taking part.
Mr Tem pleton, from Dundee
University, opened ihe debate,
uguing that society was being
ripped apart' by the crime on our
;treets. He was incredulous that
the British public expected the
police to tackle this growing violence with a "mere twig" .
The opposition based their
arguments on the possibili ty that
an armed police force would
threate n innocent life as much as
the violence in society. The first
speaker from Aberdeen outlined
the possibility of an ill-equiped
and badly trained police force
who were susceptible to human
error.
The debate also explored how
the police would react if the local
bobby was issued with a gun.
Speakers against the motion ,
including a team from Edinburgh,
felt th at it would only lead to more
alienation and the lack of trust
which sparks off riots . But Mr
Linsey, a member of the
Strathclyde team , argued th at the
public did not trust the police
because they were ineffective in
their task to prevent crime.
In conclusion the proposers of
the motion agreed that community policing was a good idea, but
with crime on the increase the
police also needed the protection
and effectiveness of a gun . However this view was not shared by
mr Smith , a member of the winning Glasgow team, who summed
up for the opposition. He maintained that the gun would only
alienate the public and as a result
would increase the crime rate.
This view was shared by much of
the audience and the motion was
defeated almost unanimously .
• The next important date for the
Debates' Committee will be the
final of The Observer Mace, on
Feb 27. The Mace is the blue ribbon event in University debating
and is being hosted this year by
Edinburgh University.
Lorraine Telford

IUS focuses on Chile
The . Vice-President of the
Prague-based International Union
of Students spoke to a small audience in the David Hume Tower last
Thursday. Speaking on behalf of
the National Council of Students,
in chile, the need for British stucents' co-operation in the struggle
against the Chilean dictatorship
was stressed.
"We want to create links in an
international movement so that
all free-thinking people will support and engage in our struggle
against dictatorship... said the
guest speaker, Jorge Maturana ,
whose native Cliifoan la nguage .
was being translated into English
by a local chile Democratic representative.
Maturana explained to Edinburgh students that university student organisations in chile have
been persecuted since 1973, when
a military coup brought a " harsh
authoritarian regime" to power

there. Led single-handedly by
General Pinochet , the government began to neutralise and
block the democratic action of
university communities through a
process of repression and purging,
including the exile, imprisonment , torture , and murder of student leaders.
Jorge Maturana said that the
National Council of Students last
December called upon all 27 of its
student federations- the student
unions of Chilean universities to put an end to the dictatorship
rule in 1986. The students have
responsed by appealing for internation al solidarity behind their
movement to restore democracy.
The speaker identified three
specific targets of Chilean student
opposition. The first is the finan·cial oligarchy that has economically repressed the people of
Chile, leaving great numbers of

people starving and continuing to
receive international support.
The second objection is against
alleged United States ''. imperialism" .
"Amenca_n
imperialism is not interested m
democracy ," said Maturan a. "It
does not concern itself with the
hunger or torture going on in
chile. " The last target is the loyalty that exists between the armed
forces and Pinochet.
Nevertheless , the speaker
remains optimistic that Pinochet's
government will topple in 1986.
He pointed out that a recent poll
reflects that less than 10% of all
students support the present
regime and that the oppos_ition
moveme nt is constantly gammg
strength. "The President is finding himself alieqated now from
many of his original supporters 1n
1973," he said. "We know that our
fight will be victorious soon ."
Peter Blumberg
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Amnesty moneyspinner Cable tv
in the
"Going . . . goi ng . . . gone!"
With a triumphant bang, the pen
with the broken nib , belonging to
the artist Ralph Steadman was
sold for £20, the highest bid of the
afternoo n. It, along with 20 other
items belonging to well known
personalities such as Glenda
Jackson , John Wells , Margaret
Thatcher, Jeffrey Archer and
the Bishop of Durham , was sold at
an auction organ ised by Amnesty
International, at the Chaplaincy
Centre on Saturday.
Despite a .relatively low turnout of twenty-five people , an
encouraging amount of £137 was
raised. T he money is to go to the
British A mnesty Section - the
central
office
investigating
Amnesty cases.
Banging his gold plated cigarcutter (it too was auctioned off at
the end) o n the table as each bid
came to a close, Bernard Crick,
the auctioneer , gave a spirited
performance . Professor Crick
himself a man of considerable'
repute, is a retired professor of
politics in London and is known
especially for his biography of

pipeline
Cable television hits Edinburgh
at the end of the year, but its
growth is likely to be slow, and
unlikely to change students' viewing habits overnight.
Last week Cablevision (Scot·
land) were awarded the franchise
to serve the capital. They plan to
offer a nine channel service, foitia~y in the Wester Hailes area,
which has been found to, have a
" high interest in cable. "
The
service will feature
entirely"bought in" channels at
first, with only a local teletext serProfessor Bernard Crick trying his best to interest the masses in a signed vice. These channels wjll include
photo of Maggie.
Ph oto: . peizer . films , music, sport, and even
George Orwell .
Denis Thatcher , Pete Townsend French programmes. The cost to
Among the items sold at the
lead singer of the Who , and the subscriber will be about £4 a
auctrion were signed photographs Joan Ruddock of CND.
week.
of Mrs Thatcher (sold for £9), the
The auction organisers toldStu.Eventually,
an Edinburgh
former chairman of the CND
dent that most of the personalities channel will be launched, compris·
Monsigneur Bruce Kent (sold fo; contact by Amnesty were quite ing a local news service and com£6) , Michael Heseltine (£3.50) , willing to obliged by sending munity access programmes, when
the cast of Blue Peter (£3) and the something they owned. Among the subscriber level justifies it.
Bishop of Durham (£2). Books those who refused were Patrick
One of the diredors of Cableviincluded those of Jeffrey Archer, Moore and Prince Charles.
sion (Scotland), Mr Richard
John Wells-the impersonator of
Xiao-Shu Meng Findlay, who is also managing
director of Radio Forth, told Student that "we're taking a cautious
approach. We went to start in a
small way and build on a solid
foundation. " He added that cable
has the potential for much more
who are "against the whole idea than just entertainment, and
Edinburgh District Council, who
of Mandela -and anti-apartheid" should be regarded as a public util·
have nominated him for the Nobel
and not simply the renaming of ity too. In the future, cable in
Peace Prize.
the Studen"t Centre. He maintains Edinburgh will be used for
The controversial renaming of
that the majority of students are in interactive and business services,
the .Student Centre has caused
favour of the official opening such home baking, shopping, and
some concern within the University since the successful passage of ceremony and he himself is "de- even home learning, he said.
lighted that someone so well
However, cable in Britain has
the motion by the AGM last
known and close to Mandela as got off to a much slower.start over·
November .
Goldberg
is
able
to
come
Denis
all than was initially expected. The
The mixed response of students
up and open the ~entre ".
first such service in Scotland,
to ·the ceremony has been evident
The
official
opening
of
the
which was launched in Aberdeen
by the many letters received by ,
and published in Student and Mid-, Mandela Centre marks the high- last May, had to lay off a quarter
light of EUSA's International of its staff just five months into
week.
Week which has also been operation , as a result of only being
On the nature of this response,
able to attract half the projected
David Clark , SRC External organised bv David Clark .
Various EU societies have number of subscribers.
Affairs Convener and President
taken part in the week's events,
In addition, in the seven cable
of the EU Anti-Apartheid Sociwith contributions from EU Third areas operating in Britain at pre·
ety,
blames
the, " narrow
World First , EU Friends of Pales- sent , the number of subscribers
attitude", that the ceremony is a
tine and the Iranian Democratic fell by three per cent last year,
waste of time, on those people
Students, EU CND,
despite the fact that the number of
EU Anti-Apartheid and EU Latin homes within reach of cable
american Solidarity. These have increased by nearly half. This
included lunches , talks, videos, means that only 13 per cent of
and a controversial debate on potential customers have actually
Palestine held in Teviot last night. hooked up to the new services.
Jane Kelly
Alastair Dalton.

ss ·

Congratulations to SimonMor·
gan on becoming Chairman of
the Scottish Federation of Conservative Students, that organisation whose members lean so far to
the right that the fall over. Comparisons with the Hitler Youth are
a bit un fair. however. After all
the Hitler Youth would neve;
have allowed their leader to
appear in revealing photographs,
as Simple Simon has, with members of the same sex.

Mandela Centre
The official opening of the
Mandela Centre takes place
today at 2 pm. The ceremony
will be performed by Denis
Goldberg; who was imprisoned with Nelson Mandela for
22 years.
Mr Goldberg, who has been
resident in Britain since his recent
release from prison, has undertaken a series of talks around the
country, including a number of
engagements in Scotland .
He will also speak about his
experiences inside South Africa
later today in a separate event at
the King's Buildings.
Cllr. Sadie Rooney will accompany Mr Goldberg at the opening
ceremo ny as a representative of

They came from
here ...
Sally Magnusson
Sally Magnusson is a lady with
the doubtful honour of being the

child of a famous father (who is, of
course, Magnus - scholar, author
and television personality). Born in
Glasgow in 1956, she came to Edin·
burgh University to study her joint
degree in English language and literature.
By the time she graduated, Sally
had already made her mark within
the University by editing Student. It
was a grounding in journalism
which was to stand her in good
stead as she went on to a career in
the media. She spent four years
working on The Scotsman and The
Sunday Stpndard before following
her father into the world of broadcasting.
.In television she spent two years
with Scottish TV's programme
'Into the Eighties' and has also
been seen on 'Sixty Minutes', the
Scottish TV education series 'Time
. To Think' and the BBC's current
affairs
programme,
'Current
Account' . She has also worked in
radio, presenting a programme cal-

led 'Day One' for BBC Radio
Manchester.
Sally has also put the English
degree to good use by making a
considerable mark on the literary
world as well as on the news media.
She has published a biography of a
former Edinburgh University
graduate, the athlete and missionary Eric Liddell , and has wntten a
book about the little-known blind
and deaf Comish poet Jack
Clenma. In 1982 she was joint winner of the Fraser Scottish Female
Writer of the Year A,ward .
Married to television director
Norman Stone, Sally Magnusson
was presenter of the BBC's 'Breakfast Time' until June of last year,
when she took maternity leave. On
December 15th she gave birth to a
son, Jamie Magnus.
_
.
Maternity does not signal Sally's
retirement from the small screen.
even temporarily. She will appea
on television again , presenting tht
BBC's Sunday evening programme, 'Songs of PraiSl1' .
Jenny Dunn

Bruce elected as
Dundee Rector
Dundee University elected a
new Rector this week, Liberal MP
for Aberdeen Gordon, Mr Malcolm Bruce.
In what was described as a
"very quiet , low key" campaign,
Mr Bruce emerged top , with 550
votes out of 1,100 cast. In a fourway contest, he beat another MP ,
Labour's Tam Dal yell , as well as a
local publican and a lecturer from
a nearby co Hege .
Turnout was only 28 per cent at
the election which , compared to
previous elections at Dundee was
quite poor. At Edinburgh's rectorial election last year , which
elected Archie MacPherson, the
turnout was 35 per cent.
No doubt some of the interest
in the election disappeared when
Sun celebrity Page 3 girl ,
Samantha Fox, declined to be
nominated for election by -members of Dundee SRC.
· The campaign.was indeed fairly

c a1rperson an
Megastar
big-head
Mof2an.
You may have no ticed all the
publicity for the joint meeting between the Lesbian and Gay Society , " LAGS" and the Labo ur
Club. Is this the first step in joining the two societies? After all,
their members have much in common . For a start , neither are mentioned in polite company. If they
do combine, one wonders what
name will be found forthe resulting organisation. Perhaps " Fruit
and Nut'" would be appropriate.

If you were at the John Peel
Roadshow last week , you may
well have seen a phenomenon
contemporary dance known as
the "Meat Men'". These are
(male) topless hooligans who·s
idea of fun is to crash round the
dance floor with arms flailing and
the obvious intention of annihilat
ing each other. Two people were
spotted right in the centre of stampede. Mike Devlin and Harr
Elwin, hanging on to one-other
for dear life. lt would have been
poetic if " Brothers in Arms·· had b
een playing at the time .

Following his unsuccessful
attempts in affiliating KBU and
unspectacular, one of the main EUSA. Science Faculty Conve ner
points of interest being a notable Paul Davies has bee n attempting
lack of communication in Tam to bring about a different kind of
Dalyell's camp.
merger. He was recently seen at
According to reports, arrange- the Cinema watching '"Back to the
ments were made for Mr Dalyell's Future·· with an unidentified
campaign team to meet him at young lady . Next week he is
Dundee rail station. Unfortu- rumoured to be taking her out to
nately, Mt' Dal yell then decided to see a film made by the Science
drive himself up instead, and for- Council. Ifs called " Back to the
got to inform his supporters.
Drawing-Board"".
Comparisons with HMS Conqueror's actio ns vis-a-vis the Belgrano and what precisely was
The Sports Union Ball at the
goi ng on and when . are appaNorth British went off with a bang
rently no t being welcomed!
"l ast Thursday. and no doubt it
As for Mr Bruce, he is due to
finished with a bang for some
take up his new position in June
couples. Maybe, they did it in
for a three-year period. Accordtune to Di ana Ross' "Chain R eacing to Scott Brown, Secretary of
tion"', a 12 inch copy of which was
Dundee University Students'
stolen from John Duffy's Musique
Association , Mr Bruce will conDisco. The culprit has been identinue a tradition of being a " good,
tified and unless the record Is
serious" Rector.
returned pretty quickly, he, she,
or it will be for the high jump.
Michael Moore
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Thunderbirds are go!
Opening on 1st March at the
City of Edinburgh Art Centre is
the first and possibly the only
Gerry Anderson Exhibition ever.
For those of you unfamiliar with
this name, Gerry Anderson is the
man responsible for many TV
puppet shows such as 'Thunderbirds', 'Captain Scarlet', 'Joe 90'
and, currently showing on STV,
'Terrahawk'.
The exhibition will consist of
many of the original puppets, such
as Parker and Lady Penelope, and
will include the famous pink Rolls .
Royce, FAB 1! In addition, four
sets from the orignal series will be
reassembled on the second noor of
The assembledThunderbirds cast in Dynasty lookalike.
the Art Centre.
Until recently it was widely puppets, amongst them the Fen- been
including
contributed,
believed that many of the original derson Appreciation Society(!) Japanese 'Fenderson' catalogues
props and characters had been who have supplied many charac- -and Lady Penelope magazines!
destroyed. However, when the Art ters.
The idea for the exhibition
Centre contacted Mr Anderson,
Incredible items of memorabilia came following the success Q.f prehe was able to put them in touch and
'sixties
merchandise vious Dr Who exhibitions.
with personal collectors of these associated with Anderson have Although most of. Anderson's

Rag mag ban

Scottish FCS
attack on Heseltine

This year's St Andrews Univer- less of whether the proceeds go to
sity rag mag has been banned charity or not''.
because it is ''too sexist and
Speaking to Student , Peter
racially offensive".
Bates, the editor of the rag mag ,
The magazine's editor, Peter said that it was "no more likely ot
Bates, and charities convener, Ian offend than any other" and that
At their conference at the
Cooke, have both resigned in pro- students who had read it were
test over the ban.
incredulous that it has been ban- weekend, the Scottish Federation
The decision was taken by St ned and felt that it was a ridiculous of Conservative Students (FCS)
strongly criticised the former
Andrews Student Union Manage- decision ''.
Secretary
Michael
ment Committee after 5,000
Mr Bates added that "for a rag Defence
copies had been printed. Its Presi- mag to sell it must ... cater for Heseltine. A motion describing
dent , Mr Stuart Fraser, stated: " It students". He thought that people Mr Heseltine 's actions during the
will not be sold and all copies will who felt they were likely to be "Westland affair" as "ill-judged ,
be destroyed. "
offended by the rag mag did not motivated by self-interest, and
The committee felt that dis- , need to buy it , and warned that deeply damaging to the conservatribution would be damaging to St under a new committee review 0t ive Party", was passed overAndrews reputation, and that "of- system the rag mag would be whelmingly. The SCFS also
agreed to write to the Prime
fensive , racist and obscene jokes "censored to death" .
should be unacceptable, regardIan Robertson Minister to express their "faith in
her continued pursuance of conservat ive ideals'and policies".
The conference was badly
attended, with fewer than 30
people attending the public sessions. This was blamed on "bitter
personal rivalri es" between members and poor internal organisation. The new FCS chairman ,
Single room available for summer term (£62 .80 per month) ; central Simon Morgan who was
area; apply I Iii West Richmond Street.
recently censured as a member of
Edinburgh University's SRC and
Person required for five person University flat group for next year (ex- sacked as Director of EUSA's
tremely high on list) Preferred : non-fascist. non-smoker. non-dent ist; Pre-University Conference
conact Richard Scorer. 9 Hope Park Terrace. 667 1172
urged the Fede ration to put aside
these disagreements and camLarge box bedroom (£80 per month) ; Marchman! Crescent ; fitted , paign for Conservative policies.
shared kitchen , washing machine , TV; 228 3815
. Alos speaking at the conference
was Mr Allan Stewart , the ScotYou think we're kidding? Absolutely bogging flat. Eat your dinner off tish Education and Industry
the floor - it's waiting! Scabby rancid double room STILL avail able . Minister. who accused Scotland's
Now only £35 per month each. with no bills. Come and see for yourse- Labour MPs of "making virtually
lves. Viewing hours Mon-Fri 10-5. Sat-Sun 2-5 admission free . 11 West a profession out of selling ScotRichmond Street. Suit anthropologiests.
land short" . He said that they
"constantly try to create the total
Room in flat (£150 per month) Suit couple; no deposit: March e ntry: myth that the Government is
Ring Stevie 447 3358
biased agai nst Scotland". The

ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE

Twin room and place in double room (£65 per month plus bills)
immediate entry; 229 4425
Single room (£90 .per month) Tollcross area: 226 2517

series were popular during the sixties, it is believed that the Art
Centre's latest venture will attract
people of all ages. A recent
resurgence of interest in Anderson's series, coirtcidental to the
exhibition itself, is likely to
increase the popularity of this
event. Both Mike Reed and Bruno
Brookes have been playing the
various theme tunes, and The
Tube has been running old Thunderbird features.
.Gerry Anderson will be opening
the exhibition on 28th February.
In addition, there will be a Fanderson Convenetion, to be held at the
City Chambers on 1st March. The
council are also planning to run a
competition in connection with the
exhibition. The winner will receive
an all expenses paid trip to the
Anderson Studios, including a
guided tour by Mr Anderson himself.
Sally Burlton

Scottish economy is, he claimed ,
"in its sixth year of steady
growth", and "that is the basis for
more , lasting, real jobs in the
future '.'.
Other speakers included Scottish conservatives chairman Sir
James Goold who said that "the
way ahead is not to change
policies, but to be resolute in the
pursuit and continuation of those
policies which have achieved so
much in the past six years.
·
Gary Duncan

MPs unite
to ban
"coke kits''
Twenty-eight Scottish MPs,
including former Scottish Secretary
Bruce Millan, are promoting a
motion to .outlaw the sale of kits
designed for cocaine taking.
This move follows the revelation ·
that £6 cocaine kits were openly
and legally on sale in Glasgow and
Edinburgh. Ms Margaret McCarthy, owner of the Cockburn Street
market, in central Edinburgh, said
her shop used to sell the kit along
with other drug accoutrements.
They have been gradua lly phased
out since 1981 because Ms McCarthy believes they encouraged drug
abuse. The shop will continue to
sell roll-up papers and pipes.
· MPs are urging the Scottish Secretary, Mr Malcolm Rifki nd , to
prevent the sale of these kits. by the
introduction of new legislation if
necessary.
The Crown Office in Edinburgh
is awaiting a report from the Procurator Fiscal ·in Glasgow after
police complaints that the availability of cocaine kits facilitated the
breaking of the law through
cocaine taking.
The MPs motion states that they
are "astonished and horrified to
learn that shopkeepers can openly
sell over the counter in Scotland
readymade kits for snorting.
cocaine" . lt urges the Secretary of
State for Scotland to stop "this
deplorable practice".
Lothian and Borders Police give·
their full support to any legislation
that would stop the sale of drug
equipment.
Laura Kibby

Westland
row over
'knight'
offer

Student photographer David Yarrow hits the big time with an on-the-spot
scoop photo of the Drummond Street fire which appeared on the front
page of Friday's Scotsman.

Pleasance hours revised

Two single rooms (£87 per month plus bills) Dalkeith Road; 667 5670

SMALL ADS
Five intrepid explorers seek a sixth for a six week trip round North
africa and Eastern Europe this summer. Leaving first week in August,
cost will be moderate. Anyone interested please contact Dugald Cameron .or Malcolm McDonald 556 5751
Graduation Ball at the Sheraton Hotel on 12th July ..Dress: Black Tie;
Full Ball and Dinner. All final years - no other celebration offered
byUniversity. £30 double ticket. Tickets on sale on Friday 14th February at mandela Centre I pm and KB Union I pm. Tickets sold first
come. first served - limited numbers.

Confusion at the Societies
Centre during the past fortnight
has been caused by proposals to
close the Pleasance Bar to the public on Friday and Saturday evenings.
The problem arose when the
proposals were published in Midweek on January 22, a ·week
before they were due to be discussed by a Societies Council Executive Committee meeting.
The plans, put forward by
Societies convener Don McCorquodale , were based on the fact
that EUSA 's "free en ts" policy of

free entry to all Union houses on
Fridays and Saturdays has had an
adverse effect upon custom at the
Pleasance, which has been
described by Deputy President
Harry Elwin as "literally three or
four people on a Friday night".
According to Mr Elwin, it was
·generally felt to .be more suitable
to revise the bar's opening hours,
and it was suggested that making
them available for private func-·
tions would be more profitable.
Although he admitted that Don
McCorquodale had "jumped the
·gun " in publishing the new opening times before they had been

confirmed, Mr Elwin denied that
the move had been intended to
pressurise the meeting in any way·
Mr McCorquodale , he said,
had apologised for his mistake
and had assured the meeting that
there would be no problem in
withdrawing the notification 1n
Midweek should the situation
arise.
In the event, however, the
meeting approved the new proposals, which have only to b~
ratified by the Societies Council
General Meeting.
.. JennyDunn

Rifkind record put straight
Dear Sir,
1978 until the following !st of
Jn last week 's Student an inter- March. No tactic was too low . A
view was carried with Malcolm former Tory Prime· Minister, AlecRifkind , Secretary of State for Douglas Home, was on television
Scotland , · He is quoted as saying the night before the referendum
"What was significant about the urging people to vote No. His
Scottish (devolution) referendum reason? Because the Tories would
result was that on ly one third of supply a better Assembly pacthe Scottish people · voted in kage!
favou r. lf two-thirds of the people
The manner in which the poll
were agai nst , or were indifferent ,
then I had to accept that the result was conducted has l1ad further
was not the basis for a constitu- consequences. A case against the
tional cha nge that would effect UK Governrl'lent, submitted by
Britain as a whole. " According to the Scotland-UN Comm ittee, was
your report, he also went on to say -accepted by the United Nations in
that the Conservatives hadn 't 1980. It is sti ll under considerawritten-off Scotland as a source of tion. The case concerned the mansupport an d MPs. These state- ner in which the referendum was
ment s cannot go without com- .conducted and the repeal of the
Scotland Act ( 1978) by Parliament.
Firstly. a majority who voted in ment later in 1979.
the referendum of l st march 1979
Mr Rifkind further goes on to
were in favou r of a Scottish say that the Tories haven't writAssembly as set out under the
ten-off Scotland as a source of
Scotl and Act (1978). The political support. They may think that they
campaign had been won in Parlia- have not , but in truth they have
men t. except for the imposit ion of completely failed to analyse how
the infa mous 40% rule ; where their voters stand on particular
40% of the electorate had to vote issues, such as Scottish constituYes in the referendum for the tional change. In an opinion poll
Scotland Act (1978) to be carried out by 'System Three' for
impleme nted. There was no con- the Glasgow Herald late last year ,
stitutiona l precedent for this hur- around 60% of Tory support in
dle . The 1975 EEC referendum, Scotland was in favour of an
of greater constitutional consequ- Assembly. Why no action at the
ence than the 1979 poll , had no top? It is either through ignorance
40% ru le. In 1975 there was a or deliberate neglect of their own
legal requirement to publish cam- supporters opinions. Neglect
paign accounts and for the Gov- which, in the case of Gartcosh ,
ernment to supply independent lead to splits in the Scottish Conliterature informing the electorate servatives and loss of support..
of the Yes/No arguments. Not so Iain Lawson joined the Campaign
in 1979! The 1979 No campaign, for a Scottish Assembly and a few
with massive establishment back- months later quit the party over
ing. was able to mount a massive the Gartcosh steel mill. If Govpropaganda, and fear , indoctrina- ernment neglect of Scotland contion exercise from the summer of tinues , be it educationally, indust-

More KBU controversy
rially or constitutionally , then
their Scottish support will desert
them , leading to an electoral decimation at every level.
According to another "SystemThree' opinion poll published in
last Monday's Glasgow Herald
voting intentions were as fo llows:
Labour
46% ( + 11 % )
Alliance
23% (-2%)
SNP
17%(+5% )
14% (-14%)
Conservative
The percentage changes in brackets are relative to the Scottish
vote at the last General Election.
On the basis of these figures , from
this recent opinion poll , occurring
in Scotland at a General Election,
no Tory seat is safe; especially Mr
Rifkind 's Pentl and seat. The
figure of 14% Tory support is an
all-time low. Surely the Tories
must now face the Scottish dimension. Or face the severest of consequences.
Yours sincerely ,
Dave Young

Dear Student,
I would like to respond to some
of the points raised by Gordon
McFadyen Honorary Secretary of
KBU., in his letter in last week 's·
Student.
Firstly , to clear up the matter of
the "i;landestine " meeti ngs of the
ScienceStudents Council ( :SSC)
Executive, the meeting I mentioned in my letter of two weeks
ago which Mr Mcfadyen missed
was on 14th October 1985 , long
before the issue of KHU joining
EUSA arose. The meeting on the
27th January 1986 occurred after I
had submitted the letter to Student. The other meeting to which
Mr Mcfadyen refers was a meeting of ad hoc committee set up to
campaign for a referendum. He
was not informed of this meeting
because he was not on the committee because he was opposed to
a referendum.
The KHU Committee were not,

SNP means freedom
though others have different
Dear Student,
The Red Wedge tour came to reasons) . I vote SNP because a
Edinburgh, with the message to free Scotland means never having
young people - 'Vote Labour'. I to suffer a government li ke the
suppose that's a good enough slo- present one ever again. A free
gan for Red Wedge's English ven- Scotland means a Scottish governues , for if you hold any socialist 'ment in tune with the socialist
values there , you have little alter- feelings of the Scottish people.
If you 're a Scottish Socialist
native to voting Labour.
Scotland has voted Labour con- voting Labour may be fine if Engsj.stently over the last thirty years land votes Labour with you. But if
But what good did that do us you want a permanent solution.
when England voted Tory and we the SNP is the only answer.
So. Jesse Rae , how about Tarhad to suffer a government we
tan Wedge?
didn't vote for as is the case now.
Yours.
I'm a socialist and that's my
Donald MacDonald
main reason for voting SNP (al-

as
Mr
mcFadyen
claims,
unbiased. They attempted to stop
the idea of a referendum at every
opportunity. At both SSC meetings on the 7th November and 9th
January they spoke against the
idea. The posters advertising the
General Meeting said "On the
motion : Should EUSA gain control at KBU ". Apart from the
emotive wording , this was also
wrong since the motion asked
only for a referendum on the
issue.
Mr McFadyen is also quick to
disclaim responsibility for the publicity distributed by the "no"
committee. The confusion arose
though because the posters put up
were done in a si milar style, using
the KBU Committee equipment ,
to the official KB U Committee
posters. Since the stensils used are
fairly distinctive many people
assumed they were KBU Committee posters. Further more some of
the people distributing the " no"
leaflets were under the impression
they were doing it for the KB U
Committee.
Finally, can I clear up something mentioned in the article on
the General Meeting . I was not
the "instigator" of the idea. It was
first suggested at the SSC meeting
on the 7th November, which was
open to all science students, by
several people attending the
meeting. The SSC then asked the
SSC Executive to go away and
prepare a motion calling for a
referendum on the issue which I
proposed on behalf of the SSC.
Yours sincerely,
Paul Davies
Science Faculty Convener

·
I ct d bars and public houses will be McEwans 80 Shilling cask-conditioned ale.
On tap 1n see e
· ·
d
11 ·
~·
b fit7
Over 100 years old and still brewing, and when you find 1t in a bar; are we ca 1t a 1nnge ene 1 •

KBU President "clarifies" several points
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Sabbatical hopefuls
In less than three months, the students of this University will
have elected a new set of sabbatical office-bearers, and memhers of SRC and Union committees. Electioneering seems to
have been going on every day since Messrs. Devlin, Elwin,
Foy, and Pollock assumed power last year. It's apparently
easy to spot the careerists, hacks, and even some people who
are in it to try to do something for the students of the University.
Many names have been banded around already as likely
d'd
·
·
can 1 ates m May, and before they declare themselves they
should give consideration to lots of things. Are they genuinely
capable of doing the job? Are they knowledgeable enough to
tackle it? Are they up to taking a year's constant criticism?
Student office-bearers have an apparently impossible job.
They only hold office for a year, and as the examples of the permanent staff show, it takes a lot more than a year to get to
know fully the workings of that organisat.ion which is called
Edinburgh University Students' Association. The students o
this University theoretically run their own Association but
ither. those students are apathetic, or are overwhelmed by the
uperior knowledge and experience - as it seems _ of the
bureaucratic permanent staff.
Externally, our future student leaders will have to think
bout the prospect of yet more ci.ts in education expenditure,
rom grants, to staff levels, the library, and University fabric.
In the likely event of such cuts, how will they react? Most of the
ime apathy abounds, regardless of the magnitude of the
•
ssues. Yet something might spark a wave of protest, and they
have to be ready to capitalise on that. In other words, our
tential sabbatical candidates, and their colleagues running
or other positions, will have to consider whether they are on
he baJI politically.
As the candidates for the May elections begin to make up
heir minds and declare their candidature, it is to be hoped
h tth
·d h
a ey cons1 er t ese things. They should look at this year's
ftice-bearers, and ask where they went wrong, or right, as the
ase may be. No doubtthere will be the usual number of hacks,
areerists, and ego-trippers. That doesn't really matter from
he orindary student's point of view as long as they act in the
·nterests
of thethat
Students'
Association
and which
its members.
They
ave to realise
they are
going for jobs
are difficult,
nd for which the thanks are extremely limited.

What's On

Music

Film

Dear Student,
an .essen\ially. ~mo!ion a l one ,
I write to clarify several points timidate' the members is to cast
which to nobody s surprise
which appear to have caused a doubt on the mentality of the indimeant that the SSC motion
great deal of concern to many of vidual responsible for these comwould be rejected by' the
the me.mbers who attended the ments. None of the Union staff
Union members anbd 'stalmeeting of King's Buildings were involved in these incidents
warts' could see no advantage
.Union on 30/1/86. To date I have •and I will personal! vouch forthem
in calling for a referendum .
taken no part in the ad-libbing as they were not .present at the
3) Expecting a token number of
which has gone on between the meeting.
people to attend the meeting
What I find more worrying
various feuding factions, as I felt
(in line with EUSA , GM~
the Union should adopt an though is the obvious rift which
perhaps) , they underestiunbiased stance, though provid- had developed between the KB
mated the strength of fee ling
ing information if members site and Goerge Square. The
shown by Union me mbers.
required, and should allow its EUSA sabbaticals, the SSC
On se.eing an overwhelming
members to decide iussues. executive, Mr Low , and Mr
repudtatton of the motion
Afterall they must live with the Holmes, have let the situation
the EUSA sabbaticals and
deteriorate into a 'them and us'
reality of their decisions. Howthe SSC convener acted in a
situation and this point of view
ever , after the latter appearing in seems to be quite widespread .
totally irrespo nsible and
last week's edition of Student I
unprofessional
fashion
amongst students on site; to an
feel I should respond.
behaving like thwarted kids
Firstly: I refute any allegations extent where science sstudents are
(but then they' re only stuimplying that I acted in a biased seriously wondering whether
dents I suppose). They
EUSA really does care about the
manner opposing the motion put science students who contribute
launched vitriolic attacks on
forwardbytheSSC-themotion
the Union and science stucalling for a referendum on the to its turnover.
dents in general, of whom
On taking office last year , I
affiliation of the KBU to EUSA. I
almost 200 attended, by way
have my own personal feelings on hoped to increase the contact beto f comment in Student and
the matter. During the 'question- ween science students and EUSA
Mid week. Midweek is sup;
ing' I was at pains to select people, through the Union and to some
posed to be the official organ
extent this has been partially sucto an unrepresentative degree as it
of EUSA looking after the
cessful through the MAC and
,turned out , from those members accommodation desks, the sabinterests of ALL students,
sitting at the front of the meeting 'baticals who have been more
but
appears
to
have
where the majority of those supdeveloped into an individual
porting the motion appeared to receptive this year than usual and.
interp retation of the young
be. I did indeed answer a question who have been sighted here by the
socialist's handbook through
concerned directly with the populace , and attended meetings
the political persuasions of its
account for the Union Bar. As when I have requested. However
editor.
such I was the only person present !) At no point during the month
Is this the way to run a students'
leading up to the General
· able to answer the question on an
Meeting was I contacte d by association and look after our
· up-to-date basis , and I presumed
the SSC convener (the SSC interests? I think not! The KBU
that simply stating facts on a subbeing an EUSA committee this year has had more contact
ject of concern to all present
and very useful too) , or by with E U SA than any other comwould be deemed reasonable. It
the EUSA sabbaticals. I had mittee, as a matter of policy.
appears though, that you cannot
What happened?
to ask the sabbaticals to come
please some of the people any of
Political empire building by one
and see me to discuss the
the time!!
implications of any affili a- p articular organisation has meant'
Secondly: I too was disapthat both parties fingers have
tion.
pointed with the behaviour of sevbeen badly burnt, on a subject
eral elements of the crowd who 2) At no point did EUSA
through the SSC prepare any which only myself, my vice-presiwere, to say the least , unruly and
kind of comprehensive dis- dent , Alan McKenzie and Harry
which no action on my part would
E lwin have any degree of knowsemination
of information to
quell. As such I was reluctant to
the members - although a ledge-and all to the bad as far as
eject these people , and I stress
token effort was made at the stude nts a re concerned. I can only
that both proponents and opponents of the motion enter this
GM by way of a document hope tha t situations like this do
not occur again .
previously
presented
to
category , since interruytions were•
myself and which nobody
sporadic and were voiced nonIan Gray
could be expected to assimi(King's Buidlings
persistently and on an individual
the
half
hour
or
so
late
in
Union President)
basis. To say that these people
available. This left the issue
were
'thug
element' there to 'in_ _a_
....;._________________________
_ _ _ __ __

EUSA "propaganda machine"

Dear Sir.
I was in two minds whether to
continue the KBU v . EUSA saga
. but being called a 'golden oldie'
reminded me 'of the age when Student was unbiased and therefore I
take this opportunity to comment
on the ·General Meeting at KB
(30/1 /86) .
Congratulations are firstly due
to
the EUSA
progaganda
machine for rolling so efficiently
to discredit the democracy of the
meeting. Words like ·sham·. 'mob
rule'.
'intimidation·.
' biased
48; The Pleasance , Edinburgh EH8 9TJ
chairmanship· and ·force· all tend
Tel. 0315581117 Ext_ 0, 8, or 9
to undermine the legitimacy of the
meeti ng.
What actua ll y took place was
Alan .Young Arts
Ben Simms
293 people exercising their ultiAndrew Sparrow
mate democratic right at what ·
Sally Greig
Kath.Strntton
proved to be a ve;y emotional
meeting. The emotion stemmed·
Alastair Dalton Features
Jacqui Brown
Devin Scobie
solely from the unpopularity of
lsht>el Matheson
Garv Duncan
the motion before the meeting ..
Je~ny Dunn Spore
lain Catto
The absence of any credence at all
Prue Jeff revs
David Yarrow
for the motion led to derision and
Laura Kibby
John Zilkha
heckling from the audience.
Nothing new in that dur.ing a pubSally Greig Photography
David Yarrow
Sandra Catto
lic debate . There was no 'orCraig McNicol
Lorna Henderson
Simon Groom
ganised' thug element as Mr
Mich ~e l Longstoff<
Davies would have'us believe. just
Keith Cameron
Tony Seagrove
general
disbelief
at
the
Pe ter Carroll
inadequacies of the proposer's
Suzanne Doran lllustrations
Julian Thomas
argument. The only 'loutish
Jane Humphries
behaviour' on show was my owfl
Colin Hancock
Manager
Anthony Harwood
when I swore at a pro-EUSA
Manda Jeffery Advertisin
Neville Moir
heckler (this ·exchange was rat! .

misquoted last week).
As to the running of the meeting. Ian Gray was big enough to
admit he was inexperienced, but
because he was not ensnared by
.the shouts of 'point of order' from
the EUSA hacks doesn 't make
him biased. It was he in fact who
ensured the official neutral stance
of the KB Committee . preferring
to let peopole decide for themselves. and for this he takes great
credit.
Then to the vote. Although no
official count was taken an
optimistic estimate would put the
number of supporters for the
motion at 30. or just over 10%.
' That's to say an enormous majority of staff, postgraduates and
undergraduates voted against the
motion . But Mr Davies claims this
is 'grossly unrepresentative· and
'not the end of the issue .' Let's
hpe he regains his sanity soon.
Of course Mr Davies is not
alone in his sanctimonious disregard for the feelings of people at
KB. Mr Devlin is seemingly looking forward to day when students
at KB ' plead ' to the Students'
Association. As was said on the
night , KBU can afford to run a
.,.,od catering service and if Mr
1evlin looked at the books and
stopped
making exceedingly
small-minded comments he would

realise this.
There are many things wrong
with the KB campus. T he Union is
not one of them . As soon as the
Students' Association reali se this
and start working co-operat ive ly
with the Union to try a nd tackle
the m ajor issues , the bette r for all
concerned .
Yours,
Murray Low

Student on
top
To the Editor,
The enclosed ("Girls on top at
· Pleasance" - a headline on last
weeks's sports page) is sexist and
pathetic. It is· an insult to your
readers, and should not happen.
Some type of apology should be
made.
Yours sincerely ,
William Zachs.
Postgrad. Eng. Lit.

It inay be of interest to Mr Zachs
that the person who wrote the article under the headline concerned·
HERSELF entitled it "Girls on
top" - Editor.

Stepping into Line

--111111111_!11~-
A CHORUS LINE

Odeon
February 14 sees the opening of
Sir Richard Attenborough's latest
film A Chorus Line. The director
of Gandhi has taken an already
hugely successful and long running stage musical and attempted
either to breathe new life into it, or
simply to bring its tears and glitter
to a larger audience.
A Chorus Line is about the casting of a Broadway musical. The
film begins with the frenetic bustling on and off stage of hundreds of
dancers desperate to survive the
'cattle ca ll' audition. The main
focu s fa lls on the personalities of
eight 'boys' and eight 'girls' which
the film tries to project and hold
up as symbols of the world of show
business , a nd its special home,
Ame rica.
The grilli ng of these sixteen by
the director/choreographer Zach
(Michael
Douglas , star of
Romancing the Stone), is unusual
because he wants to penetrate
their polished exteriors and discover "things that they are
ashamed of, and things that they
are proud of. " He wants them to
reveal their deepest emotions,
which seems somewhat over zealous since his reason for this
approach is that there are some
small acting parts in the musical
for members of the chorus. The
candidates
consider
sixteen
Zach 's method's a touch too personal at first, but one by one they
choose to puurge themselves of
their secrets , placing their professional live lihoods abo ut their privacy.
Unfortunately the process of
each of the sixteen hopefuls step-

.general anticipating a war with so
much glee th at he is disappointea
when it doesn't come off. In this
respect the invective is directed ,
as in Dr Strangelove, against the
whole military and governme ntal.
machine but th e film, although
humorously depicting several
relevant institutions , lacks the
punch to get a really hard hit at
them.
There is an imbalance between
the beginning and the end which
seems rushed and incompatible
with the more leisurely open ing. I
have a feeling th at this has something to do with a mixture of
genres--American Lampoon, the
ad.v enture epic and a spoof spy
thriller. You might laugh at each
of these, but somehow not at the
film itself.
Manda Jeffery

LOOKING AT LANDIS

Taking up where Fame left off

John Landis is a thirty-five year
old movie brat with none of the
reputation of a Spielberg or Scorsese. Yet he's co-written and
directed some of the most popular
and successful films of the past ten
years. His films also hae a habit of
becoming cult movies - strange
people will tell you they've seen
The Blues Brothers twenty-seven
times or will recite the script of
Animal House to you word perfect

For his next fea ture Landis
returned to his childhood script to
direct probably the best werewolf
film ever made. "They told me it
was too funny to be scary o r too
sca ry to be funny ," says Landis.
" My answe r is it's both ." It's
often quite touching as well in its
sympathetic portrayal of the man/
werewolf. An American Werewolf

in London is an inspired film and
undoubtedly Landis' best work.
Of his involvement in The
Twilight Zone the less said the better. Suffice to say that an accident
while filming resulted in the death
of actor Vic Morrow and two children. In a state of shock. Landis
was kept under heavy sedation for
a month . Later he was charged
with involuntary manslaughte r. a
case which still has to come to
court and carries a sentence of ten
years' imprisonment. The film
was a flop .

film show extreme determination spies, but they enter their new
and commitment, illustrated by career with a characteristic mixVal 's (Audrey Dallas Landers) ture of bungling humour an d pure
Landis' three most recent films
silicone implants which she extolls cowardice. Such is their trust in
in her mildly irritating song the wisdom of those above them
Landis fell in love with the have attempted to resurrect old
'Dance Ten, Looks Three', subti- that they make their way through cinema as a child. In his early film genres with varying degrees
tled 'Tits and Ass'. But overall Pakistan and over the mountains teens he was already writing his of success. Trading Places ( 1982)
they display an unsurprising an into Russia without any notion of
unexciting mixture of personal why they are doing it , negotiating
qualities which inspire little con- Soviet agents. hordes of outlaws.
came ls and Bob Hope. who sudcern for their fate at the e nd.
Attenborough 's decision to denly appears, for no apparent
restrict the range of the camera good reason, playing golf in the
largely to the threatre itself midst of the desert, replete with
perhaps shows a desire to capture loud tartan cap.
Despite my expectations I
the feeling of the stage show , and
a refusal to allow the medi um of fou nd parts of Spies Like Us, espethe film to distort the origin al. cially the first half. quite am using.
Certain ly the dancing is strong. Chevy Chase's facial expressions
but most of the songs are too eas- and ruses for cheating in the exam
ily forgettable . A Chorus Line room, the sequence of shots ofour
might well have benefitted from a ordinary guys bravin g the tough
fresh, restructuralising approach military training camp a nd an
to revive this "singularly disap- impromptu appendix operation.
all make for pleasant , though
pointing sensation " .
sometimes predictable. comedy.
ping forwa rd to respond to Zach's
Guy Davis What I admired more were the
Animal House: the incomparable Belushi.
emotional challenge becomes
small touches that often had little
repetitive and tedious. The film
or nothing to do with the principal
Frank
Capra-style
own film scripts including See You updates
tries to break this monotony by
action. One purely visual joke was
Next Wednesday . which he later populist comedy and was a major
the use of song and dance the continual display of portraits
plundered as a director to enliven hit. not least thanks to Eddie MurSPIES LIKE US
nearlv all of the sixteen take this
of Ron ald Reagan - each of the
other people's scripts. and An phy's outstanding performance.
opportunity to perform, but the ABC
American sets were decorated
American Werewolf In London. Into The Night ( 1983) is the direclacklustre quality of the majority
with them and even his films were
Starting work as a mail boy for tor's attempt at a Hitchock comof the songs prevents this from
20th Century Fox. he became edy thriller . but the film ·s dre amLike its two protagonists , this showing on television.
being a sparkli ng feast for musical
However. the last third o(the
friends with Clint Eastwood's like quality gives it a too sombre
film is never quite sure where its
lovers. Only Mike 's (Charles
double and moved into stunt feel. The newly released Spies
direction lies. However , also like film proved disappointing in its
McGowen) e nergetic song 'I can
work. In 1972 he directed his first Like Us looks towards the Bob
them, it makes reasonably strenu- change of tone. Instead of the
do that' and his acrobatic dancing
feature. Schlock. and starred in it Hope-Bing Crosby movies for
ous efforts to get somewhere, and
have the effect of stirring up any
as a gorrilla. But the film went inspiration and is an entertaining
manages to cover a. fair bit of
real musical emotion. The only
unnoticed and took Landis five if unsatisfying film.
ground in doing so.
feeling during the other songs is
The unifying theme of all John
years ·to make a second movie .
The story centres around a
the desire for them to end. As
Landis films is of the individual
movie .
couple of guys, each working for
Morales (Yamil Borges) sil)gs, '!.
His next three films, Kentucky against the system. rebelling
the US government and hoping
felt nothing', I was inclined to
Fried Movie ( 1977) Animal House against a corrupt hierarchy . From
that maybe a good pass in a ceragree with her , and this seems an
(I 978). and The Blues Brothers the student anarchy of Animal
tain governmental exam could
unfortunate but fitting motif for
(1980). are all gross. anarchic House to the less than Patriotic
help them on their way. It does ,
the film as a whole.
comedies in which meagre portrayal of the US government in
but not in the way they'd planned . .
Zach .undergoes his own perstorylines are an excu~e for Landis Spies Like Us his films are subverThe irrepressible Emmett Fitzsonal trauma when' Cassie , an exto direct some of the best comedy sive fantasies . That so many are
Hume (Chevy Chase) cheats left ,
love, reappears wanting to audiroutines ever seen on film . The popular successes is only to his
right and centre , aided and abettion for one of the parts herself.
Blues Brothers is also a rhythm credit . By curbing his directorial
ted by the stalwart Austin
Zach refuses to see the woman Millbarge (Dan Ackroyd): and
and blues musical. described bv excesses he has developed into
who walked out on him for Holslapstick and tolerable one-liners. the director as "a cross between one of the finest comedy directors
their performance is noted by
lywood , but she stubbornly beg- high-ranking
the action suddenly grew serious Singin' In the Rain and Ben Hur." around. It would be good to see
officials
who ,
shim for a chanee to audition. He instead · of following the usual
with a potential nuclear strike on Starring John Belushi. and Dan him return to the darker side of
is horrified that she want; to ' punishment procedures , promits way. The fact that this is a Aykroyd , it is a film with a reputa- comedy. as seen _ in American
deliberate attack. launched by the tion for excess-countless cars, dol- Werewolf. but until then make
dance in the chorus,
such is her
ote the pair to secret agents and
ta!ent that he himself, had nurAmericans on themselves using a lars and drugs were used up in its sure you catch up on h'is old films
, send them off on thek training.
tured, but he relents after much
Russian missile. provides the· making- but it has a certai n love- and watch for his name in the
The duo little suspect that they
· anguish a nd shouting 'from both are to be set up as decoys to
opportunity for some sort of able quality as can be seen by its future . He's a singularly underparties.
.
satire, and indeed we are given a popularity on the cult movie cir- rated talent.
deflect
Soviet
·
attention
away
As representatives of show busStuart Robertson
portrait of ~ trigger-happy US cuit.
iness the sixteen .characters in this from the mission of two ' rear

for
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This small self-motivated group
is beginning to attain the recognition it deserves. They have
developed as a fully independent
dance company, innova!Ive · and
imaginative , proving themselves
full worthy of the title 'professional'. (And since the collapse of
Basic Space, the only professional
contemporary company in Edinburgh.) They now have to consolidate their relationship with. a
·cagey' Edinburgh public who are
not as yet entirely at ease with the
whole concept of contemporary
dance .
Axis presents YOU(!) with the
perfect opportunity to find out
exactly what contemporary dance
is alI.about. And since their aim is
" .... to render dance as accessible as possible", theoretically
there should be ·no problem.
Although when it comes to presenting their works in a form
acceptable to the general public,
finance is still a problem. They
have been praised for their " inventiveness and freshness of
approach".
Certainly,
their
refusal to succumb to financial
setbacks and their persistency in
putting their creative convictions
first ; reflects clearly in the purity
of their work.
The company was originally
formed in 1982 to ' perform an .
experimental piece involving
seven musicians and seven dancers. (This emphasis on the
between
new
relationship
choreography and music has
remained an essential part of their
work.) Lyn Denton and Grace
Mangan from the original company set up in Edinburgh have
been working together ever
since, performing such works as
Faces and Hands and Forms of
Recreation. Always there has
been room for experimentation:
they often use live music and draw
on new influences from different
cultures as a rich source of inspiratio~.
There is a strong rhythmic feel
to Grace's dancing which combines well with a certain 'earthiness' of style. She won the Scottish
Chroeographic Competition in
1983 and teaches , giving workshops in dance and rhythm. Lyn's
dancing has a more spiritual quality, and the combined effect in
Shaping Light (1984 Project) was
like two poles pulling and straining in opposite directions but
always just managing to maintain
the essential bond- (the axis!). I
saw this work performed in Glasgow last year and was struck by its
ethereal, although at times frenetic, beauty. The performanc~ was
typical of their willingness to collaborate with other visual artists
- here they worked with Mary
Walters , the Slide Dissolve artist.

Featuring
Axis
Dance
Company
In this article Cindy Cunningham . examines Axis Dance
Company, now the only professional dance company in
Edinburgh, in the light of past performances, present
workshops and future plans.

sco
Queen 's Hall 9th February
·someone once said that ' nice'
was the most damning epithet that
could be applied to music , and in
some ways, this was true of the
Scottish Chamber Orchestra's
performance last Saturday. Possibly the orchestra was fed-up playing the same programme for the
third night in a row, or maybe it
felt constrained by the daunting
preponderance of fur coats and
polite accents, but whatever the
reason, the result was distressingly 'nice' concert which
sounded emotionally jaded and
lack-lustre from start to finish.
This is not to say that the SCO.
weren't up to scratch in a technical
sense , however. Their playing of
Beeethoven's Leonora Overture
No. 2 was characterised by control
and precision, producing a performance which paid admirably close
attention to the composer's
dynamic and expression marks.
The strings also gave a fine
account of themselves in Bartok's
Divertimento for Strings, the contrasts" between the solo quartet
and tlfe full orchestra being.carefully emphasised. The second
movement merited particular
attention for the intensely sombre
mood was effectively captured in
the most expressive piece of play-

Choreographically their ideas
have so far been inspired purely
by natural phenomena.
Grace often sings with the Dolphin Club (who are soon to
release a si ngle called ' Dolphins'!), and David Galbraith, a
member of this group is also the
composer for Axis. The Dolphin
Club has performed live with
Axis, notably during the To The
Lighthouse evenings at Wilkie
House last December.
Jean Douglas, formerly of
Nexus Dance Company, Aberdeen , joined Axis in September,
bringing a fresh new dimension to
the duo, who had been working
alone together for over two years.
She is currently organising the
1986 Scottish Choreographic
Competition. In fact, they are all
actively involved with community
arts outside Axis-Lyn helps
teach handicapped people as wen
as pursuing her interest in paint-

Orwell Terrace; Sat, 10.30-12.00, Wilkie House.
(For more info about dance classes in and around Edinburgh, contact Tamsin
Grainger, NDI administrator, tel 031-556 3049. and for information about Axis, ring

ing and being involved with
Catalyst Theatre company at the
Gateway Exchange. (Their work
is less conventionally structured,
with the emphasis on improvisation , visual movement, essentially
working with costume, theme and
music.)
With funding (from the District
Council and the Scottish Arts
Counci l) from project to project ,
they can now afford daily rehearsal space at Wilkie House , where
they also hold company classes
during the day and more elementary evening classes. (Details
below.) They also offer: "Creative workshops in music, dance
and the craft of choreography and
workshops relating to specific performances. "

Trigon is their new project , in
collaboration with Tom Yang (exartistic director Basic Space), and
professional lighting designer
Malcolm Shields. It may well be
performed in the
Scottish
Museum , Chambers Street rather appropriate as 'Trigon' is
the Greek word for elements. The
piece is in three parts: earth, fire
and water. View From Here is a
seq uence of short works to be performed at the Edinburgh Festival.
Future dates include Mayfesl, the
growing arts festival in Glasgow,
and perhaps the Edinburgh
Spring Fling and maybe a small
tour in April. Their administrator, Valerie Lyon, is busy trying
to get some community projects
off the ground and looking for
more financial backing.
So, although a company geared
mainly towards performance , this
is not to the preclusion of all else .
Project funding barely covers the
cost of technical equipment during the actual showing of the
works and their dedication is
admirable considering
these
incessant financial difficulties.
However, this kind of commitment is necessary in order to produce work of consistently intensity of involvement . There is a

ing heard throughout the evening.
Jorge Botet joined the SCO as
the soloist in Chopin's Piano Concerto No. I and his playing offe red
a perfect reflection of the work's
romantic lyricism. The piano tone
was crystal-clear and brillian t, yet
never became harsh , and Mr
Bolet's talent for melodic playing
was most evident in the Romanza
- a tranquil little cameo rather
over-shadowed by the two lengthy
o uter movements . However, even
Mr Bolet tended to be 'overstrained ' in his playing; the entire
co ncert was marred , for me, by
this inability to 'let rip' .
Heather Foley

Usher Hall Fri 7th Feb .
The strings of the SNO got last
Friday's concert off to rather an
unconvincing start with Mozart's
Divertimento in D major. In the
allegro the essential precision was
suggested but not realised. In the
andante the entries from each section were not clear enough and
embodied too much ghosting.
Things began to pick up with the
presto and continued to do so for
the rest of the evening. Here their
playing captured all the spirit of
the 16 year old Mozart with the
attention as required focused on
both dynamic and note length
contrasts.
Felicity Lott was the soloist in
five songs by Strauss. She. sang
with sustained control and feeling, notably in Morges and Mein
Kind. Despite plenty__ of subtle

contrasts detectable to the perceptive ear sadly the music never
allowed her to sing much louder
than a mezzo forte.
Brahms "l'riumphlied. As its
name suggests the opening was
fu ll of triumph , aggressi on and
tonal richness. After such powerful and firey playing the relaxing
legato of the second movement
was welcomed. Andrew Kirkhops
sang the baritone solo in the third
movement which included some
particularly nice brass playing.
In the second balf the orchestra
were joined by the SNO Chorus
,for two works by Brahms. The
first was his delightful set of
Leibeslieder, originally written for
voice and piano duet. The Chorus
and Orchestra fully explored the
styles
The course ended on a note of
conviction that made up for its
absence at the start.
Sarah Bainbridge

current profusion of imaginative
ideas exuding from Wilkie House:
Axis' resources seem limitless -

just as long as they can sustain
their enthusiasm in the face of the
unpredictable funding bodies.

SNO

A few details about Lyn's contemporary classes: The pace is gentle, not a ~sweat your
guts out' workout, but the body feels fully stretched and ~rediscovered' by the end of
the class. There are Yoga, Tai Ch'i and massage elements in the class (with a trace of
reggae at the moment too!) . Everyone works at his/her own level , coming together in
the gentle 'across the floor' exercises. There is an intimacy evolving from the sense that
Lyn is exploring and learning too - mothers, students, dancers all attend regularly
and I highly rttommend these clas.ses to ANYONE remotely interested in movement,
images and energy channels.
Axis Company Classes:: : Mon-Fri , 2 pm-3.30 pm, Wilkie House, Guthrie Street; ·
Tues-Thurs, 10am-ll .30am.
Lyn Denton's Contemporary Classes: Mon, 6-7 pm , Wilkie House; Wed , 7 .30-8 . .30
pm, the Highland Room , The Pleasance; Thurs, 6-7 .30 pm, Rebekka Walker School,

Valerie Lyoo, tel 031-447 9230.)
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Grading the !TheatreI
Traverse

THE BALCONY
The Bedlam
11-12 February

In this article, Kate Stratton outlines the history of the
For a play set in a brothel, The
Traverse Theatre and talks to Chris Grady, the publicity
Balcony by Jean Genet is difficult
manager, about what he calls the theatre's "unique and
at times almost dull . The
en vironment'~.
The Traverse is perhaps not the
Scottish Arts Council and Edinsort of theatre to have one foun- - burgh Distrii:t Council , but in
der. Yet most successful artistic
spite of a slight increase in grant
ve ntures depend on the energy,
this year, there will almost cervision or genius of one man, and
tainly be a reduction in . the
there seems little doubt that in this
number of productions. Grady
case it was American-born Jim
comments that: " The Lyceum can
Haynes. To put his part at the lowput on the 'pot-boiler', similarly
est, he was the catalyst without · "the King's with Aladdin - a boxwhom the other personalities
office sell-out." The Traverse has
involved would not have acted . It
the added disadvantage of a very
was he who in 1962 took over small theatre space. (Th.ere are
Kelly's Paradise - a brothel in
Lawnmarket - at the rent of a
shilli ng a week and set up the
Traverse as a meeting place and
for exhibitions of contemporary
art. Later a group of Cambridge
undergraduates decorated the
interior and installed a theatre
club, The Sphinx , as a Festival
experime nt designed to show
whether the premises were suitable for a permanent theatre.
David Frost signed up material for
television from The Sphinx,
because, among the first performers were Tim Brooke-Taylor,
John Cleese and Trevor Nunn .
Among the first audience were
Henry Miller and Lawrence Durrell . From the n on the emphasis
was on pe rfo rmance.
The Traverse is now internatinally renowned for the "progressive/experimental" quali ty of its
two theatres: the 70-seater
productions: it is funded specifically and its whole policy is based Theatre Downstairs which is a
converted bar and exhibition area
on putti ng n_ew work and promotthat opened fully last year, and
ing new writers, leaving the "clasthe Upstairs Theatre which holds
sic" texts fo r other theatres. Chris
almost a hundred people) so that,
Grady, the present publicity mansays Grady: "There are times
ager, explained the theatre's view
when there is a smash-hit producof the importance of this policy.
tion , for example Losing Venice
·•Only by co mmitting oneself
by John Clifford , when a lot more
very heavily and strongly to new
seats could have been filled if there
writing a re you ever going to have
had been a larger space available ..
the classics in fifty years time.
But that would have meant a loss·
The Traverse is trying to build up
of the intimacy that the Traverse
to impress on people the imporis famous for."
tance of new writing and the
Butin spite of these difficulties,
importa nce of the theatre in genGrady is optimistic: "There are
eral."
always rumours around th!lt the
The first in a series of plays pre- Traverse is going to shut down.
sented by outside companies at the It's untrue. The Traverse will
Traverse is Yardsdale byWesker. carry on - it's carried on for 23
years." New work is continuously
This means a close relationship coming in , the company has just.
with the writers themselves. The left for Australia with Losing Ventheatre maintains a strong link ice and Dead Men for the 1986
with
Edinburgh Playwrights Perth Festival as well as preparing
Workshop where new plays are for their new season which opens
presented in the form of a reading Oil April 25th.
This will involve the new policy
followed by discussion. Grady
comments: "There one ·can see a embarked on by artistic director
young writer's work when it is Jenny Killock: one developing a
perhaps just beginning to type of theatre which Grady
develop; you can see \he poten- describes as "exploding out of the
tial. " Peter Arnott , whose play space ·available" . she is looking
White Rose transferred to the particularly closely at writers who
A lmeida Theatre in London for a are using history and historical
season last year, works closely settings to put over a certain meswith the Playwrights' Workshop. sage built into a good t~e~trical
Similarly the theatre involves evening. And the emphasis 1s ceritself with the Scottish Student tainly on the "good theatrical
Drama Festival and will be choos- evening". Grady was quick to add
ing four productions to come that the theatre holds no particutogether in a season at the lar philosophical , political or
Traverse where they will be given sociological commitment. Their
the public profile they might not aim is not to change the world get in Dundee. "That's another there is nothing of the collective
way of encouraging new produc- beliefs or messianic purpose that
tions. There's a lot of develop- sustained the theatres of Joan
Lihlewood or Brecht . .As one past
ment work going on."
However, there are potential director claimed: "We'll play the
whore to any man's truth ." It is
financial difficulties involved in a
policy of producing only new . perhaps this freedom from. bias
that makes the Traverse umque:
works: how to draw in an audifor since it has no axe to grind, it is
ence to see something when they
not hamstrung by"the usual difmay qot know the playwright and
ficulties of. finding plays to grind
certainly do not know the play.
its axe.
The theatre is subsidised by the

brothel does not provide sex; it
offers to fulfil fantasies. A bishop, a
judge and a general all visit to
gratify
their
vain
and
megalomaniac wishes. The bishop
spends his time , not in bed, but
absolving sins and enjoying the
power this gives him. The play
metaphorically
exposes
the
egocentricity of the ailing classes.
They only played a social role to
satisfy their yearning for glory. But
ironically they depend on the lower
classes for this. If there are no criminals, then what role has the judge?

The set designed by Simon Conway , the director, mixes a morgue
with a rubbish dump to suggest

IExhibsl
FRENCH PRINTMAKERS
. 1890-1960
13 Randolph Crescent until 21
Feb
Until 21 Fe bruary, there is a
small but rich exhibition of colour
lithographs ·from the collection of
Aberdeen Art Gallery. The great
decade of this medium was the
l890's and its fin est exponents
were Bonard , Toulouse-Lautrec
and Renoir.
The style le nds itself well to the
production of posters, book covers , sheet music and illustrations
since few colours are used and
large areas are covered . A good
exampl e of this is La Promenade

GEOFFREY MACEWAN
369 Gallery
Until 1st March
A complementary exhibition of
Geoffrey MacEwan's work is
being shown at the Talbot Rice
Gallery from Saturday. At the 369
you -can see Paintings and Prints
produced from 1980 to the present
day , and at Talbot Rice are his
illustrations to Dante's Divine
Comedy produced concurrently.
The Paintings and Prints shows
the variations in style which
MacEwan has undergone in the
last six years with Bomb and
Winter 1980 contrasting violently

AMERICAN IMAGES
Scottish National Gallery.
Until 23rd February
The exhibition 'American
Images' at the Scottish National
Gallery of Modern Art in Belford
Street cannot be too highly
recommended . The exhibition
has a double purpose in that it has
works by some of the most important American photographers
between l 945 and 1980 and also
serves as a document about postwar America.
The exh ibition 's chronological
arrangement takes the spectator
through the various forms of
photography and the . pho~o
grapher's view of American hfe
starting with the late 1940's and
ending with th_e late 1970's.
Immediately after the war there
was boom in photojournalism in
America especially due to the
popularity of magazines such as
Life but tl\e photographs seen
here do not contain the ideal

a

The decision to use women for
some of the male parts and vice
_versa reinforces the decadence.
Intellectually this inversion is
appropriate in a place where the
clients are dependent on the
whores and fantasy becomes reality. The transvestite whores were

absurd and chilling. But Martin
Croome did not look entirely happy
as the brothel mistress an<l Kirsty
Kerr the bishop , and Claire McLaren , the judgl' lackedthe conviction
that these important caricatures
demanded.
In spite of some gQlld .individual
performances, the pnduction is
generally weak. For a start , it will
help if several of the cast can be
bothered to learn their lines for the
first night , then the acting needs to
be tightened up, so that the
humour implicit in the tension between fantasy and reality becomes
apparent. The events at the end
may become clearer as well.
The sheltered world of the
brothel is threatened by revolution .
The chief of police puts it down and
takes over. Amy Wykaski plays the
role in such a way as to dominate
the last section of the play. His aspirations to glory supersede those of
the others. Fantasy replaces reality , moving inexorably towards
death and the play becomes a disturbing comment on the egocentricity and megalomania of man .
Andrew Sparrow

.by _Bonard (1867-1947) , showing
ladies m the Place de la Concorde,
Paris. The scarcity of line and
shade (thus giving an impression
of flatness) must have seemed
shockingly modern to contemporaries.
Another marvellous piece is by
the post-impressionist , ToulouseLautrec The Jockey (1891) shows
a couple of racing horses charging
down a course towards a
windmill. Their powerful hind
legs stand out against th e °bland
green of the grass ~elow. Other
French artists of note to be found
here are George Braque, Raoul
Dufy, Paul Signal and Augutre
Renior . The latter's Chapeau
Epingle despite being a print , is
almost like a pastel drawing ; it is
soft and the colours merge. Hisdistinctive reds appear in the
cheeks of the two girls and in the
roses . Their rounded and doll-like

faces are ht by the sunshine of
summer. All in all , we are'
extremely fortunate to be able to
see these works on show at 13
Randolph Crescent.
Julian Thomas

sinister decadence. He uses scaffol_ding and , by sitting on top of it ,
the brothel keeper effectively
demonstrates the action at the
beginning of the play. As well as
the set, the costumes are visually
exciting and , as if the eye were not
already spoiled, two whores carry
red lights which they train on the
main actors.

with later works. A self-confessed
It was the intensity of feeling
lack of confidence in his ability io
which he found attractive rather
convey ideas visually meant the
than the subject itself.
inclusion of the written word in
His draughtsmanship cannot be
doubted for in Study from
early works, as his confidence
developed the words began to
Grrlnewald (pencil on paper) we
diminish.
are given a central figure of Christ
on the cross drawn with enviable
The set of woodcuts after Diirer
fully exploits the potential of the · skill and simplicity.
MacEwan rejects the modern
medium, and the texture of the
obsession with originality and
. wood . The religious theme does
innovation, leaving himself fre e to
not apparently derive from any
pursue his own style within older
·overtly religious feelings o( the
themes. Judging by the works on
artist. Just as portrait pamters
start · by copying great masters
display at the 369. his illustrations
of the Dante should be equall y
such as Rembrandt , so MacEwan,
worth seeing.
in experimenting with woodcuts ,
decided to follow in the steps of
Stella Collier
the acknowledged expert . Diirer.
Images that the majority of
Americans wanted to see but
instead take a critical look at the
inadequacies of the American
dream ; the black and white
photos of the late 40's show the
harsh realiiy that lay underne at h
the post-war enthusiasm . Jn the
'SOs , the photographer still drew
from everyday life for the source
of their images but their compositions were becoming more
symbolic and abstract. The '60s
saw a n even greater expansion in
the form that photography took
with the art world beginning to
accept it into its enfold. In the !_ate
?O's photographers began to use
colour and new techniques such as
collages in composition where the
photographer was able to be more
expressionistic and provoke the
spectator to think and question
what s/he saw.
The exhibition's success lies in
·The universality that photography
has.
Lisa Gornick
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LOTHIAN RD
BLOOD WEDDING
13 Feb; 2.30
A stunning production of Lorca's
'Blood Wedding ' set in a stark
Madrid dance studio,
MY BEAUTIFUL
LAUNDERETTE
13-15 Feb; 6.45, 8.45
15 Feb; 4.00
Recently won the Best British Film
award at the Standard Awards,
and quite rightly so. Two old
friends get together to transform
an old launderette.
BROADWAY DANNY
ROSE
LENNY
13-15 Feb; 7.00
14 Feb ; 2.00
15 Feb; 2.15
Danny Rose is a Woody Allen film
in which Allen plays an unsuccessful agent on the make who
falls in love with the girlfriend of
his only · good client.
A ZED AND TWO
NOUGHTS
16Feb; 8.30
17-19 Feb; 6.00, 8.30
19Feb; 2.30
The latest film by Peter Greenaway of 'Draightsman contract'
fame.
SPELLBOUND
NOTORIOUS
16, 17 Feb; 6.15
Two cracking Hitchcock films, the
first showing lngred Bergman trying to 'Unravel the mind of murderer Gregory Peck. In the second
Bergman is caugttt up in a love
trianole
THE GREAT GATSBY
18 Feb; 2.00
One of those magical films,
guaranteed to make you fall in
love with the '20s in this verswion
of Fitzgerald's poor little rich and
extremely reclusive boy and the
weird group of people
·
A STRANGE WOMAN
18 Feb; 7.45
One of the films in the Russian
season about a woman who
rejects the conventional Russian
role of worker, mother and wife to
run off with a lover.
WETHERBY
18 Feb; 5.45
19 Feb; 6.15, 8.15
A violent incident after a dinner
party catapults teacher Vanessa
Redgrave into memories of her
past

F I L M
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GREGORIO CORTEZ
A FISTFUL OF DOLLARS
14Feb; 6.45
George Square Theatre
Two westerns, the first about a
Mexican on the run in Texas and
the subject of a massive posse
hunt. The second is Clint
Eastwood with the Man in one of
his infamous spaghetti westerns
A TASTE OF HONEY
BABY lT'S YOU
16 Feb; 6.45
George Square Theatre
The first film is a member of the
·early sixties wave of grim realist
drama, starring Rita Tushingham
in a series of difficult emotional
situations. Baby It's You features
Desperately Seeking Susan star,
Rosanna Arquette,
CHARLIE BUBBLES
THE SERVANT
19 Feb; 6.45
The Pleasance
Another '60s realist film with
Albert Finney as the '60s 'bon viveur' returning to his humber
northern existence. The second
film has Dirk Bogarde
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South Clerk St
A CHORUS LINE
2.00, 5.15, 8.00
'Gandhi' Attenborough's latest
offering is the stage musical about
putting on a Broadway musical
transferred to celluloid. This has
everything; dancers, financiers,
prima donnas and the over-harassed but amazingly sexy director,
played
by
dimple-chinned
MichaelDouglas.
ROCKY IV
1.45, 6.00, 8.30
Now in both Cinemas 2 and 3!
Goody goody! The great American Dream swings back into
action against the might of the
Russian Army as personified by
the walking Macho Man dolph
Lundgren. As usual, Stallone concentrates on the action and leaves
the script and the detente to the
imagination. Oh, and by the way,
it's about boxing.

HITLER DANCES
THE RAIN
IF IT HAD PLEASED GOD
17-19 Feb; 7.30
£1.25, £1.75, £2
The three plays that will go to the
Scottish Student Festival in Dundee. Hitler Dances is by Howard
Brenton, The Rain by Keni Davidson, Bedlam Vice-President, and
'Pleased God' by Patrick Evans,
boy wonder. You can also see
them in Dundee on the 24, 25 Feb.
Go along and support the Bedlam!

2291201
ALADDIN
Till 22 Feb
7 pm ; matinees at 2.15
Tickets: £2.50-£5.50
When I took on the tough task of
writing this tremendous theatre
column . (hope you spotted the
well thought-out alliteration!), I
never dreamt I'd be writing about
a panto for weeks on end! So all
l'mgoingtosaythisweekisthatit
stars the sensuous Stanley Baxter
and if you want to know anything
else you better go and see it for
yourself.
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2293030
Lothian Rd
SPIES LIKE US
2.30, 5.20, 8.20
Chevy Chase and Dan Ackroyd, of
Ghostbusters fame, team up in
this new comedy, most of which
you probably saw in the Paul
McCartney video. The two train as
spies and are sent off on various
silly missions which means they
end up as great American heroes.
TEENWOLF
2.15, 5.15, 8.00
This year's Pumpkin Pie, Michael
J. Fox, is back again, this time as
the likeable but plug ugly kid hwo
finds out that he's a werewolf.
Strangely this does wonders for
his sex life and his position on the
basketball team. Stimulating stuff.
BACK TO THE FUTURE
•
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
American smalltown boy, Michael
J. Fox meets up with a wacky mad
scientist. American smalltown
boy Michael J. Fox gets sent back
in time by the local wacky scientist
where\ he meets his now teenage
parent!>. Only thing is, his mothers
takes 'I fancy to him which makes
it imperative that he gets back te>
the future. Get it? Good Ole Spielberg, where_does hethink 'em up.

BEDLAM AGM
Will all members pleasenote that
the AGM will be on 7 March, 3 pm
in the theatre. All members·
should attend what will be a very
important meeting.
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Grindlay Street
2298663
TARTUFFE
Till Feb 15
7.45pm
112WestBow
Tickets : £2-£5
226 2633
By the magic Moliere. Translated
YARDSALE
by our own terrifically talented Liz
Till Feb 16
Lochhead. An extremely funny
7.45pm
piece of drama enhanced by its
Tickets : £4.50, £3.50 for economy/ translation into the wonder Scots
student members.
accent, I wonder if old Moliere
By Arnold Wesker. A new one- 1 would
have understood it,
woman play from the 1985 Edin- though .
. burgh Festival starring Jeannie
Fisher (alias Big Morag to all you
secret 'Take The High Road' fans
out there) .
VITA
Feb 18to March 1
North High St, Musselburgh
7.45pm
6652240
Tickets: same as above
By Sigrid Neilsofi. Produced by PRIVATE LIVES
Feb 11 to Feb 22
Focus Theatre company and
Lavendar Menace Bookshop. A 7.30 pm
play about the notorious Vita Sac- Presented by the Brunton Theatre
kville West (1892-1962) who was By Noel Coward
an aristocrat, novelist, poet, A play about stiff-upper-lipped
broadcaster and gardener of people exploring the difficulties
genius (a bit like our own Archie they're having with their relationships. One of Noel's best.
MacPherson in fact!).
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S GALLERY OF
MODERN. ART

RY

G A

105 High Street
5571140
11 Feb-1 March ·
Benson
and
Hedges
Gold
Awards: an exhibition of photo·
graphy and illustration on the'
theme of energy, featuring
·finalists in the Benson and Hedges
447 2660
Gold Awards. Going on the postNewbattle Terrace
ers B&H use for their own adverts,
BACK TO THE FUTURE
this exhibition should be worth
2.10, 5.10, 8.10
When clean-cut American boy (ac- going along to.
tually he's 24) Michael J. Fox goes ·Tues-Sat 12.30-6 om
back in time to the fifties and
meets up with his high school age
parents, he has one problem . His
mom thinks he's the cutest thing
since James Dean. With a delight·
ful middle of the road soft rock
soundtrack.
29B Dundas Street
PLENTY - .
556 6366
2.15, 5.15, 8.15
10-22 Feb
Meryl Streep plays the woman
who rejects her stuffy diplomatic Paintings in oil and watercolour
life and 1her equally stuffy hubby . by Alexander S. Burns, RSW.
Mon-Fri 11-6 pm,
after being a resistance workers
during the war. She breaks away Sat 10.30-4 pm •
and teams up with a bunch of
crazy actors and finds herself fal- ,
ling deeply in love with one of
them.
WITNESS
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
Harrison Ford and a small boy are
the only witnesses to a drug- 13 Randolph Crescent
related killing by some cops and 225 5366
goes into hiding in the boy's 3-21 Feb
Amish community which is run French Printmakers: 1890-1960,
along 19th century lines wl1ich 3n exhibition of colour lithographs
makes falling in love with the from the collection of Aberdeen
small boy's widowed mother not II.rt Gallery.
Vlon-Fri 9.30-1 , 2-5.30 pm
a good idea.
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C.E
GALLERY

F R E N C H
INSTITUTE

For the January-March term, A
pass system. Ask for the leaflet
you pay the standard £2.30 andg
the card is taken from you and
cinema is now non-sm oking.

era
ca
ca
t fj

C>D E C> N

A sta ndard £1 .50 student cone
from Sunday to Thursday. How
cost you £2.60. Cinemas 2 and 3 n

D C>IVl l N I
St udents pay £1.20 for all perfo
Th e only exception is the late ev
on ly non-smoking part of the bu
shut on Su ndays.

FILIVI H O

M atinees (Tuesd ay-Friday) co~
(Sunday-Friday ) cost £1.20. The
mi nutes before performance st
late evening films but you can
smoking in both cinemas.

FILIVI S O

Mem bers get in free to all perfor ce
can be purchased in advance at U
week and from t he Postgrad S ts
Place, at t he weeke nd.

BE DLA M

product~
•

All tickets for lunchtime
I
you r consumption. Membership ~I
allows redu ctions o n all tickets. an
-are held every Monday at 6.00 11
interested in any aspect of Bedl I~

TRAVE R

Belford Road
556 8921
Till Feb 23
AMERICAN
IMAGES:
Photography from 1945-1980 portraying
life in America. Contributors
include Ansel Adams, Paul
Strand, Edward Weston, Harry
Callahan, Diane Arbus.
Mon-Sat 10-5, sun 2-5

Exclusive offer this year for rn
which allows m any benefits. Th
·sunday perform ance ; £2 fora stu
before performa nce; free entrvt
theatre clubs in Brit ain.

TALBOT RICE
GALLERY

ESCA have changed premises to.11 j
coritrary to this year's Student Di ~
time during office hours to meet
or alternatively phone her.

Old College, South Bridge
6671011
15 Feb-15 March
Dante's divine Comedy: an exhibition of Geoffrey McEwan's paintings. Lectures are also running
about the life of Dante put on by
the University's Italian Department.
Mon-Sat 10-5 pm

PRINTMAKERS
WORKSHOP
Washhouse, 23 Union Street
(opp the Playhouse)
557 2479
15 Feb-15 March
.11.RTISTS OFFSHORE: "Oil rigs
like you've never seen them
before" sounds promising .
Maybe being trapped out at sea
for weeks at a time has inspired
some of our men in the orange
suits.

LYCEUM

They offer a pl astic card costing
two · tickets at concessionary ~
performance) . Check at box offic a

J

ESCA

SNC> ·

Students are welcom ed in anY a~
Ush.er Hall. Tickets cost £2 and
Friday evening .

UNIVENTS M U S I C
THUR 13 FEB SAT

K~ LUNCHTIME TALK
. ;~x~~Level Common Room ,

oerates a student cinema
cash desk. For six visits
e card stamped. After t his
t £5 in return. The entire

nee

rate holds in al l cinemas
rt the weekends entry will

n-smoking.

p; early eveni ng shows
ets are only available 30
o ocncessions given fo r
these in adva nce. Non-

c

ces. Guest tickets (£1.25)
Union Shop durin g t he
ts' . Union, 24 Buccl euch
'
rclude soup and bread fo r
e Bedlam is £1 .75, which
~ Committee m eetings
in ,the theatre. Anyone
lw~ys welcome.

E'
sh ip: £4 for four years,
•elude a free ticket to any
tanl:Jbyticket 10 minutes
erse Bar and m any other

• td ' Guthrie Street (225 4061)
t
Pop into the offices at any
8el da, the full-ti m e secretary,

· alt to all SNO concerts at the
d8 available from 7 pm each

1 10
· pm
·How to save a few pounds and
achieve the impossible: Mr J. L.
S. Aitken of the Alliance Building
Society.
STUDENT TV
Teviot Salad Bar
1.15pm
The
news
programme
'Lookaround ' will be shown.
EU ANTI-APARTHEID
mandela Centre
2.00
The Centre will be officially
opened by Mr DennisGoldberg.
EU FRIE:NDS OF THE EARTH .
Cheviot Room
Pleasance
7.30
Get ready for the week of action!
RCS SUPPORTERS GROUP
Chambers St House
7.30
A discussion on the Edinbu rgh
Aids Epidimic
EU HIGHLAND SOC
DHT Faculty Room
7.30
An illustrated talk by colin Baxter,
photographer. He is also famous
for his 'Just Pictures' postca rds
and his recent book 'The Light
and the Land' . all welcome.
POOHSTICKS SOC
Basement
St Leonards
8pm
Poohsticks present Poohstermind. Come all who believe in
Pooh!
HAPPY HOUR
Pleasance
8-9
HAPPY HOUR
Chambers St.
Cheapo drinkies 8-9 and a disco
till 12

F R I 1 4 FEB

15

FEB THUR 13 FEB SUN 16 FEB

LATE NIGHT DOUBLE FEATURE
Chambers St.
Three bars, Supertrog <;lisco and
live band, TUBESNAKES
PARK ROOM DOSCO
·
Teviot Row
Happy Hour 8-9
------------·

SUN 1 6 FEB
FRIENDS OF NIGHTLINE
Mellerfield Pl.
10am-8pm
Sponsored clean up of premises
of Leukaemia and Cancer Childrens Fund Donations or sponsors
welcome
at
Filmsoc
Tuckshop GST.
HAPYHOUR
Teviot Row
8-9

M Q N 1 7 F E B.
MODERN DANCE SOC
Chambers St. Ballroom
7.30-8.30
Ballet Class as normal. Afte r the
class everyone is invited to a 'do
your own thing' workshop
anything does and its all free.
ROCKDOSCO
Chambers St
9-12

T U ES 18 F EB
- - - --- - - LIBERAL CLUB
Ba lcony Rm
TeviotRow
1 pm
Sam Galbraith, labour cancjidate
and honorary president of the
Health
Nicaraguan Scottish
Appeal will tell us about the
.Health Service.

PSYCHOLOGY SOCIETY
Faculty Room North
DHT
7pm
Dr Murray will discuss hypnosis
and general practice.

ULSTER UNIONIST STUDENT
MODERN DANCE SOC
ORGANSIATION
Chambers St. Ballroom
Teviot Middle Reading Room
7.15 Beginners
1-2
8.15 non beg inners
Owen Dudley Edwards on the All welcome to the Modern Class,
Anglo-Irish Accord in an Open £1 .50 a class.
Meeting.
CROWN FOLK CLUB
EUCND
48a Pleasance
SR 1, Chaplainch Cer;itre
8pm
5pm
'
Round Workshop. Please bring .
Film " Nightmare in Paradise" on songs that we can sing in rounds.
nuclear testing in the South
Pacific. Leaflets and Information DEBATING
too. don't miss our exhibition in Teviot Row Debating Hall
the Mandela Centre as part of 7.30
International Week and South This house believes that if Christ
were alive today, God would
Pacific Day.
have sent him to a Catholic
EU POLITICS SOCIETY
School With Pastor Jack Glass,
Chambers St.
VALENTINES DAY MASSACRE Gerald wArner and David Gorrie.
with the Green Telescope: The All welcome.
Captain Tripps and Jessie Garon EU LABOUR CLUB
and the Desperados. Happy Hour SR 2, Chaplaincy Centre
8-9. Members 5op, non members 5.15 for 5.30
A discussion on the meaning of
£1 .
Socialism.
·
CLUBKASUMO
Mandela Centre 7.30
The Klub Kontinues, Happy Hour
8.30-9.30 Band?
MIDWEEK SERVICE
THE DANCE
Chaplaincy Centre
TeviotRow
1.10pm
happy Hour 9-10, three bars and Blessed are the Pure in heart two discos. Where better to Rev. Peter Bowes of Morningside
wooyour valentine.
Parish Church .
HAPYHOUR
LESBIAN AND GAY SOC
Pleasance
Cheviot Rm
7.30-8.30
60 the Pleasance
7.30
Meet in Pleasance Bar. This is the
AGM and will be followed by a
EUCND
video.
Faslane Peace Camp
Orange Action over the weekend. EU SOCIAL DEMOCRATIC CLUB
SR 1, Chaplaincy Centre
Torch lit vigil, workshops, NVDA.
2pm
Contact 667 4564.
Councillor Melville Gray will disSHINTYCLUB
cuss the Balance of Power on LotTeviot Row Union
Valentines Ceilidh. Tickets £1.50 hia'n Regional Council. All welcome :
jg
soer

WED 1 9 FEB

SAT

15

?SY?Pff mBP the

FEB

LIZASCOTI
Preservation Hall
(Victoria Street)
Free.

TEXAS
Hoochie Coochie Club
(West Tollcross)
Jazz, funk, sould and Latin
American music.
10.30 pm : £2
JOHN CURRIE SINGERS
AVALON
Queen's
Hall
·
Preservation Hall
The world premiere ofMorris
Free.
Pert's A Symphony of Festivals is
SNO
conducted by John Currie.
Usher Hall
Handel's
Concerto Grosso and
Neeme Jarvi conducts Dvorak's
The Golden Spinning Wheel, Beethoven 's' Mass in C make up
Stenhammar's Two Romances an interesting programme.
and Strauss Ein Heldenleben. 8 pm : £3 .50-£2
OZZY OSBOURNE
Edwin Paling soloist.
Playhouse
7.30 pm : £9.40-£3.30
(Greenside Place)
JAZZ
7.30 pm : £6.50-£5.50
Queen 's Hall
TAM WHITE AND THE DEXTERS
(Clerk Street)
David Newton Quartet sup- Preservation Hall
.Posedly the most promising Free
Scottish Jazz pian ist.
Danny
Moss Quartet also
appearing listen out for the ten ox JURTIEZUT
Preservation Hall
sax.
.
Bluesy rock
10 pm : £3.50-£1.50
Free.
RED SMITHEROON
NATURAL THEATRE COMPANY
Sighthill Union
Valentine All-nighter with live " Sca rlatti's Birthday Party "
A tongue-in-cheek look at the
music.
lives and music of Bach, Handel
and Scarlatti, suitable for both
serious lovers and those seeking
an unusual and entertaining
GOOMBAY BEAT
theatrica I event
The Barbados Suite
7.30 pm : £2 (£1)
(west Tollcross)
9.30pm-3am
Late ba r, open to all.

F RI 1 4 FEB

MON

SAT

15

1 7 FEB

FEB

TUES 18 FEB

BLUE FINGER
Preservation Hall
Free.
NATPIER COLLEGE ORCHESTRA
Queen 's Hall
" Com ic and Curious Music"
directed by Neil Butterworth.
7.45 pm : £2 (£1 cons)
THE CROWS
Wilkie House
CHAMPION DOOG VEITCH
Assembly Rooms
Billsed as the undisputed King of
Caledonian Cajun Swing. A night
not to be missed.
7.30 pm: £3.50

DENNINGTON HEIGHTS
Preservation Hall
Free.

WED 1 9 FEB
EDINBURGH QUARTET
Queen's Hall
El izabeth Macdonald is soloist in
George Onslow Cello Quintet.
Beethoven 's Quartet in B and
Hdydn's Quartetr in D make up
the rest of the programme.
7.45 pm : £4-£2 .75
CHARLIE M cNAIR'S JAZZ BAND
Preservatiopn Hall
Free.

Cinema 1
Until Sat 15 6.45 and 8.45
MY BEAUTIFUL LAUNDRETTE (PG )
Thatcher's Britain acidly observed. One of the m ost su ccessful films ever to play at
·Filmhouse, and deservedly collecting critical acclaim and aw ards wh ile deli ghting
cinema audien ces.
Cinema2
Thu 7-Sat 15 at 7.00 (Also 2.15 Sat 15)
BROADWAY DANNY ROSE IPGI
Woody Allen plays a small ti me agent who fal ls in love w ith t he abrasive girlfriend
· (Mia Fa rrow ) of his one hal fway successfu l client.
+ Du stin Hoffman as
LENNY (18)
Bob Fosse's film about the self-destructive satirical comed ian Len ny Bru ce is grittily realistic, and has the look of an early '60s documentary.
Cinema 1
Sat 16-Sat 22 6.00 and 8.30 (no! 6.00 Sun 16)
A ZED AND TWO NOUGHTS 115)
Peter Greenaway's febrile im ag in ation conjures up more bizarre and som etimes
dist!Jrbing imag ery and word games in t his foll ow- up to THE DRAUGHTSMAN 'S
CONTRACT.
Cinema2
Sun 16 and M on 17·at 6. 15
SPELLBOUND (PG )
Hitchcock's ta ut ta le about psychiatrist Ingrid Berg man 's effo rts to uncover t he
hang-ups, and inn ocence, of suspected killer (Gregory Pee~).
+ NOTORIOUS IPG)
Top-notch espionage tale set in WW2 South America, with Ingrid Bergman th is
time m arrying Nazi spy Cl aude Ra ins to aid the USA and her lover, Cary Gra nt.
Cinema2
Tue 18-Thu 20 ' 6.15and 8.15
David Hare's immaculately crafted whyo-d id-it.
WETHERBY 115)
Starring Van essa Redgrave and Ian Holm
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Music

Ian Stewart on the German lndie scene . .• .

For years now the Germa·n music scene has been synonymous with the
crass narcissism of Einsturzende Neubauten, the banal dross of Nena, Heino
et all and the punk haven ofBerlin . Recently, however, this has proven to b~
far from the case with the demise of almost all of Germany's supposedly great
groups.
It takes several yea.rs for a British or American music fashion to reach West
Germany although Berlin may claim to be an exception to the rule. For this
reason "hard core" punk is currently a strong force in West Germany, with
several "punk meets" being organised each year. By far the biggest of these
is held in Hanover every summer with five to six thousand punks
congregating in the city centre. After parading through the city in the
afternoon and the annual demonstration outside the Neo-Fascist
headquarters, the night ends with a large open-air concert with several of
Germany's leadind hard-core bands such as Blot und Eisern and The Neurotic
Arseholes.
The German punk groups owe more to the american thrash of The Dead
Kennedys, Black Flag and Husker Dii than the British format as laid out by
The Sex Pistols and The Test Tube Babies and politics plays a large part in
their musical philosphy. 1984-85 saw a number of gigs organised throughout
Germany in support of the British miners. At one of these, wit~ The Neurotic
Arseholes supporting The Fact in Gutershoh, the night ended in a full-scale
riot when a squad of German skinheads attacked the venue.
The autumn of 1985 saw the demise of the German skinhead movement
which had been a strong force in the West German youth subculture since
1982. Many ofrmer skinheads were turning to the new, for Germany, sound
of psychobilly. Flat tops sprung up everywhere to take over the dance floor
at local nightclubs wherever a record by The Cramps or, surprisingly, Soft
Cell was played. At the head of this new fashion in Germany is a band from
Dusseldorf, The Raymen. Having released an album and several singles,
including the excellent cover of Little Eva's The Locomotion,. they are
currently trying to organise a British tour which should show them to be one
of the best live acts to come out of Germany for several years.
With the apparent collapse of Einsturzende Neubauten and Xmal
Deutsch land , the softer part of the German punk movement has turned to
new bands such as The Fact, Vita Transit and Zero Vision.
The Fact are by fa r the most important of these. Formed in the summer of
1983 under the name Shadowplay by three Engishmen living in West
Germany and a young German guitarist, they soon rose to the position of
Westphalia's number one band. Playing music showing a wide range of
· influences fromJoy division, Iggy Pop and The Velevets to The Cure and The
Banshees they cut down to a three-piece in October and by the next year had
appeared in two semi-professional videos. January 1st 1986sawthem signing
a contract for two 12-inchsingles and an album in a motorway layby halfway
between Dortmund and Bielefeld. Their first single Spear of the Nation, a
celebyation of support for the ANC, is reminiscent of The Clash circa 1978
•. ausstellungen .. blllard .. fllme .. muslk .. knelpe .. kalfee .. auss
If you can touch it you can suck it.
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and they were far superior to the
r..
ii
MuTLEY CRUEi
headliners for the night. They
played favourites like Ain't That
CHEAP TRICK
A Shame. Dream Police and their
Playhouse
new (re-released) single Tonight
It's You . Rick Nielson, tlie nutty
Cosmic
crotch-hugging one who usually wears a cap ano a
guitar-licking
cock-rock! Cheap Trick T-shirt, entertained
us with a unique collection of
That's what I was really look- ·way-out' guitars, e.g. one with
ing forward to on Saturday five separate fret-arms which
night. Motley Criie have been looked like a squashed bagpipe.
It took half an hour or more for
·selling out concerts all over
the country and I went along the roadies to change sets for Mot-·
searching for the elusive ley Criie which gave me a while to
the gathered masses.
essence of phallic fantasy on survey
Alongside the predictable quostage that is so inexplicably tient of frustrated smelly schoolpopular.
boys with their recent ly acq uired
Cheap Trick .were supporting AC/DC patches, and scarves

round their bejeaned thighs as a
concession to glam-rock, there
EXTREME MUSIK
seemed to be a contingent of
Feilenstr. 10/Bielefeld
highly suspect young rockers. The
Tel. 0521/63296
latter were skinny males who
looked to be in the 17-21 age bracket. They had lots of dark hair, ·>11snw··ew111··pJp111q··ueOun11e1ssno··uet5un11e1ssno··eeu
crimped, backcombed etc, wore
hats and tailed coats, lurex or and shows a diversion from the more guitar-orientated music of their usual
highly decorated trousers and
set. They too are hoping to tour Britain this year, having gained a promotion
inches of.thick make-up. A flash
of lace, a shred of leather and as deal with WEA.
Vita Transit from Bielefeld sound like a cross between James Brown and
many assorted scarves as possible.
The overall effect is supposed to The Fall with three Italian girls on vocals and a thrashy funk background of
be dangerous and macho, but you sound. Although they have acquired a loyal cult following, the inaccessibility
can draw your own conclusions.
of their music has so far prevented them from achieving a recdrd contract as
Motley Criie consists of four yet. Zero Vision, however, formed out of the remnants of Out of Order are
exponents of this type of silly
'fashion·. The stage show had recording their first single this February, having been around for less than a
some neat effects like loads of year. They have been likened to The Skeletal Family and have earned much
explosions and a tilting drum-kit, acclaim haivng supported The Sound and The Sisters of Mercy in West
·
but the songs were pretty boring Germany.
and the banter was along the lines
Without a good nightlife and a vast number of venues these bands would
of " Here's a song about some hot be unable to achieve any success whatsoever, and West Germany has clearly
sex. How hot do you want it, got both these attributes. Berlin boasts some of the best alternative
Edinborro? How fucking hot do
you want it, Edinborro? ... What nightclubs in the world, especially in Kreuzberg;such as Esso 36 and Der Tee,
kinda crazee muthafuckahs have however, they do not hold the monopoly. Zeche in Bochum and the Odeon
we got here tonight? ... "etc, etc. in Munster are two of the best venues I have visited, providing cheap drinks,
The screaming hordes at the front reasonable acoustics and inconspicuous bouncers, a far cry from Edinburgh's
seemed to love this, but I found it Playhouse and Coasters complex. Bielefeld houses two smaller punk venues
all a trifle stale, and anyway, in The Forum and AJZ which regularly hold guys for the more unusual Britis.h
foreigners who can't pronounce band such as The Nightingales, The Membranes and Disorder. It is for this
the name of Scotland' capital city
properly shouldn't be allowed reasons, as well as the absence of licensing laws in Germany, that the Gennan
music scene has remained alive and booming over the last ten years.
into the country.
Ian Stewart
Suzanne Doran

Sirigles reviewed by Andrew
Tully

THE GREEN TELESCOPE
TwoByTwo
(Mirage)
Two originals and two covTHE SHOP ASSIST ANTS
ers. The authentic sound of
safety Net
the sixties sounding more
(53rd and 3rd)
alive than all the corpses in
BOOM! BOOM! The bes- the charts. Psychedelic to be
test, bestest reason never to sure! A Glimpse puts a crazy
grow up - The Shop Assis- smile on your face, as good as
tants! Like you're 16 again. The 13th Floor Elevators with
Every song has that breath- a fairground organ whirling ·
less beauty that The Cocteau in the background. Make Me
Twins could only hint at. · Stay is The Damned on acid.
Safety Net blowing all the Play loud and play often. See
cobwebs away, the biggest them at Chambers Street on
sound since Karkatao, drums Friday the 14th.
like thunder, bass throbbing
like a power station, a tidal
wave guitar and the voice of LIP MACHINE
Astronaut
an angel:
"Here comes someone just (Disposable Dance)

You felt Django had spent a
long evening in the company of
three David Hockney paintings,
such was the boyish enthusiasm,
nay, naive realism , of his playing.
One feels his desire to get. beyond
the relativistic limitations of lan guage ; his sampled syn.th screams,
" if only Wittgenstein was wrong" .
Putnam's functionalism
and
Richard's four-value logic were
noticeable by their absence in the
thematic content of this concert.

Who's the Woolly

hat then, James?

to wake you up
Here comes the morning
just to trip you up."

A rather appropriate STEVE ARGUELLES/
record in these times, a pic- DJANGO BATES
ture of a space shuttle fucking
Queen's Hall
The most perfect pop band a jumbo jet adorns the cover.
great
difficulty
distinI
had
since The Velvet UnderThe minte I walked in the
ground. Almost Made It, guishing this band from the ·oint, I could see this was a
almost but not quite, Calam- disco at the Hoochie over band of distinction, a table
ity Alex on whip-crackaway Christmas. A rather predict- (ull of trendies . . . So sang
tambourine. And then Some- able mix of Cabaret Voltaire, Shirley Hassey many years
where in China. Paint-by- Grandmaster Flash and New
number clouds in a pale blue Order, with voice cut-ups
sky, a war m sunny day in the from B-movie sci-fl films.
country and a song as perfect Robert King, formerly of The
as a dandelion. Smiling with Scars, provides the vocals.
tears in your eyes, "But we This wins the prize for the
can still pretend we're having most horrendous lyrics:
"Rocket love ...
If you've just read the latest
fun."
Move to the beat
"review" from the silken pen
The Shop Assistants, THE
It's a physical treat
of Mr James Jazz and are askGREATEST BAND IN THE
I'll melt your ears
ing yourself "who's responsiWORLD,. but you'd already
With words so sweet ...
guessed that!
ble for this drivel?", tben the
No gravity is a grave
blame must ultimately lie
"Goodbye sadness, I'm
situation."
with those excellent people at
having fu n!"
"-- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' P l a t f o r m Jazz who cannot be
commended too highly for
&Act..< A'f "fHE' POTT€~0
< l(V'Olf'I you ...
their top quality promotions
1
11'
'f0 ~ re 0.
at the Queen's Hall.

Photo: Paul Hutton

ago, and she may well be singing about Steve Arguelles and
Django Bates. I don't know
that, given one woolly-hatted
synth player and a bespectacled, wimpish drummer (who
looked like a reject from the
Popticians) you have the formula for astounding night's
entertainment.

But omnipresent was that
hangbird, humour.
Not omnipresent was Billy
Bragg, who , in accord with the
street buzz was not a member of
this duo . In fact , the other
member of this duo was Steve
Arguelles ,
a man
whose
technique Marilyn Monroe would
have blushed at , and whose
melodiC imagination Cesare Borgia would have died for.
Working under the name, the
Human Chain , that was exactly
what they were. In the simple act
of dropping a bag of bells on stage
they captured all the poignant,
yearning absurdity of man 's
flawed divinity . But where was
the ideological commitment?
How can we reconcile pure selfish
pleasure and the struggles of
SOGAT 82. Easy. Don 't think
about it. Forget Murdoch's murde ring . Get into the groove. If
the sentences. Get any . Shorter .
So another night at the Queen's
Hall has passed . another review
draws to its inevitable conclusion .
And still you know nothing about
the band . Hard luck. Cest la vie .
Yes.
James Jazz

lulse ·Pulse· Pulse· Pulse!

f-\ vH•~te

And it gets better. For the whole
of February you can get into Platform 's Friday night shows at the
Queen's Hall for only £1.50 at the
door on production of your matric
card. Now that sounds like a real
bargain, even to these jaundiced
ears. Go along this Friday, listen
to the David Newton quartet , and
spot Mr Jazz falling off his bar
stool - yes, that's how he writes
his reviews.
Alternatively, go along to
Chambers Street Union that same
night and savour the psychedelic
delights of the Green Telescope
who have just released their new
EP Two By Two. The support
~i::'I, Loo l 1 r
I! fl ·
comes from Jesse Garon and the
QAODIO, l ' Af
>rlV(E l
Desperadoes whose lead singer
'{o \.l 1f f C..trr1t
we1-1 T SH off/IV(. · bears a striking resemblance to
S'Ol-5h,.. k 1~t
IN ··.FLI P
Rote Kapelle's Andrew Tully 1 ~ 'T
.--LAS"( w1::i::K -·
are they perhaps related? · AnyH i Hr f-cq
·WllMll b.. ~
how, this is another squeaky clean
4
~~ /~ 0
••
•
So""' e 0 t J
do organised by the Politics Soci1..Ay ~/ -ftvo
St ~j-e(J of
ety, so expect to see Henry
:1'"4AfEJ 1"1iAT
AA~ ~c vi l.rs· Drucker pogoing in the aisles.
ON Af
8r<ow!V
1·•~ • ./
If you're cheering on Scotland
E EEAJ[ A!Vl?
or the other lot at Murrayfield on
/VIA
Saturday make sure you can stand
So IA. L
up long enough to catch the truly
·
t
Jo~ ~
unique sound of Champion Doug
,••' -'
~ ,,\?_~.(..\~~ f\(~ ..,.pe<f
Veitch at the Assembly Rooms.
0~
bO"' \( " r
This is Doug's first-ever Scottish
' ~~C _:}
O."'") M<>f 0 r-\'
77.:
date, despite the fact that he hails
'j
+«'VVZ ~ ...ff th1Y'e. '
from Hawick. His music is a
7 ~·r
..__..:::....::..::::__ _ _ _ _
• _ll
____h_1_e.___'(fl_i _ _ _ _ _ __.' strange yet eminently danceable
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Back on home ground there's
the subtle charms of Ozzy
Osbourne at the Playhouse. The
support band call themselves Ratt
which sums it all up, really. Just as
funny as Ozzie but in a different
way are top cabaret swingers Harvey and the Wallbangers at the
Royal Lyceum, also on Sunday.
Their latest show is titled Park the
Tiger for some reason. so go and
investigate.
That's yer gigs, now for the
telly. Paula and Jools return to the
Tube this Friday to introduce a 35minute special on Simple Minds
(groan). Live in the studio are the
Jazz Butcher, Stephen Duffy and
the Brindsey String Quartet (!)
plus an exclusive first viewing of
David Bowie' s new video Absolute
Beginners. The Tube will be
repeated on Tuesday at 10.30 pm.
But best of all is on Sunday
night, BBC2. Yes. it's Nana MousFancy a bang with this unlikely lot? kouri live (well, almost) in Athens
in parttwo of her concert. Part 2??
Yup, I missed Part 1 as well.
combination of rockabillv, coun- Sorry.
try ' n' western , dub regga~, cajun,
Keith Cameron
wing - everything, in fact. Having just signed to Making Waves
Records, he's just released his new
single, Jumping Into Love which
will doubtless be one of those performed on the night by his tenpiece band. This event is clearlv
going to be a bit special - yo~
don't want to miss it.
Sunday night sees a veritable
logjam of gigs. Firstly. there's a
one-off by weirdos Psychic TV
over at Glasgow's Rooftops. This
is their 'hyperdelic' show, appa·
.rently, which probably conceals a
multitude of sins. I refuse to predict what this will be like as I
would almost certainly be proved
OhPoo!
wrong. This band used to be called
Throbbing,Gristle. Hmmmm ....
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.\\u-.1c
less synth-workouts, - with
Pastorius
-basslines which
made the whole thing a bit
like listening to a gruff Joni
Mitchell.

Dull, eh? But what about The Dainties? .

JOHN MARTYN
Assembly Rooms

I'm looking for a good
word, so just bear with me. It
might be "disappointing",
because I went along to this

CAPERCAILLIE
George Square Theatre

The capercaillie is a big
bird that lives in Scottish
forests, fact fans. However,
those now expecting a pretentious wee bird band comparison are going to be disappointed; they both call the
Scottish Highlands home but
there the resemblance ends:
and the review begins.
Having been suitably exhila-

Photo: Louise MacKay

gig quite favourably disposed
towards John Martyn. I like
his early folky-albums, and I
can jealously appreciate . hi_s
party-tricks on guitar, but
I'm not so keen on ''the electric John Martyn" - which
was mostly what we got. End-

Or maybe the word is "cosy" 'cos all the audience seemed to
know each other from festivals in
· '73 and clearly still meet up at
craft fairs. I got a definite impression that John Martyn could've
gone on stage and . played
backgammon and people wo.ul.d
still have breathed "marvello us"
at regular intervals.
But c'mon , it's on the tip of my
tongue, what is the word that
sums up this show . . . "silly"?
Well , it was a bit silly: his band
had roughly three million quid's
worth of electronics on stage with
them , but they still managed to
come up with a really irritating
crackling noise which annoyed
their leader only slightly more
than it did me!
To be fair it wasn't bad: when
he dug out an accoustic guitar
("hey, this one's got a hole in it")
and played May You Never he was
magic! And his unintelligible
croon through Somewhere Over
The Rainbow was good stuff.
too. But such perverse high spors
were pretty rare, and most of his
songs sounded the same, a major
defect in my opinion.
It's a shame, because he's obviously a great guitarist , and has an
excellent voice , even if you can
never make out a single word he
sings, but r think the word I'm
looking for is "dull" . Sad but true .
Graham Meikle

rated by the magnificent piping of
Fred Morrison, the well-filled
GST was to be superbly entertained by this six-strong band
from Oban. Their main strengths
are their obviously immense musical talent and their versatility ;
shifting easi ly from rousing Shetland reels to emotive Gaelic love
songs with plenty in between , notably MacDuffs thunderous bodhran solo. Surprisingly for such a
good band, their only concession
to modernity was keyboard backing on the occasional songs in a
largely instrumental set. and even

that pro'dused a sound too uncomfortably close to Clannad for my
liking. That and the fact that the
set of just over an hour was far too
short are my only real complaints,
although I feel that Shaun Craig ,
the guitarist, was deserving of a
solo spot and also it might be
worth augmenting the line-up
with Fred Morrison to produce a
more rull-blooded sound.
But, over the piece, it was an
excellent evening's entertai nment, albeit a short one and somewhat subdued by the docility of
the audience. A performance of

Lone
Shark
FEARGAL SHARKEY
Playhouse

Feargal Sharkey sold out
the Playhouse on Monday
along with most of The
Undertones' principles of
bright, tuneful pop. That
isn't, however, to say he was
poor; he wasn't. Unfortunately, though, there were too
many shortcomings to make
this show any more than
merely enjoyable.
Firstly , there was poor Feargal's voice. When he warbled delicately on Wednesday Week and
It's Going To Happen , it was perfect for those songs of teenage
angst. lt is a shame then that most
of the material from his debut solo
album requires him not to sing but
shout. Songs like Made To Measure (a Chrissie Hynde contribution) and Ghost Train require a
more substantia l belter of a voice
to be lifted above the ordinary. A
Me~tloaf or a Shirley Bassey
'
would revel in them.
Secondly, the band. An
this quality and sheer intoxication
serves to render all other music
obsolete and exposes the contemporary scene for all its vacuity and
impotence. It revealed a huge gap
in terms of excitemeot and ability
·between the real thing and
pseudo-folk/Celtic bands such as
The Pogues or the repulsive Big
Country . Any notions of this type
of music being old-fashioned or
irrelevant
are
completely
unfounded ; Capercaillie and their
music bear far greater relevance
to modern Scotland than the Jesus·
and Mary Chain or the loathsome

anonymous bunch of session
musicians gave little support other
than a chirpy pair of backing vocalists and a lanky guitarist with little hair who looked like Lee Van
Cleef in an ugly mood .
On the positive side, the crowd
loved him . Most of the audience
some out with their parents, wer~
not there to see The Undertones
but Feargal Starkey, clean-cut
pop star. You Little Thief and A
Good Heart received massive'
roars of delight and Feargal's
·antics during the sleazy Love and
Hate were lapped up.
Whatever else might be said
about the show, he is still an
endearing character with his jutting jaw and ridiculous trmge .
Who could resist a man who
dances around with such pleasure? Two encores were played
finishing with an un-Jagger-like
it's All Over Now and then Feargal departed with the wish that it
wouldn 't be ~o long till he was
back again. If he can only bring
some stronger material next time
he'll be very welcome .
Rodney Semple

Marillion , if people would only
drop their pretences and realise it.
Proof of this spontaneity and also,
to an extent, their derivativeness,
was adequately provided by the
beautiful
Tigrean
Woman's
Prayer, a Gaelic song about the
Ethiopian famine , undoubtedly
cliched but sung with real emotion
and infinitely superior to Feed The
World etc. through its sheer
simplicity.
Now that 's what I call music.
Andy Shearer

STUDENT READERS' POLL 1985
AN

EDITORIAL ASSISTANT
is required for

THE STUDENT HANDBOOK
Publications Board needs a knowledgeable and
responsible student to help oversee the editing and
production of the Student Handbook.
He/she will act as Assistant to the Association
Executive and Publications Board. The Editorial
Assistant's duties will start at the beginning of the
Summer Term and continue until the end of July.
Vacation maintenance will be available to the
successful applicant.
,

OK; then, so none of you bothered to vote last week; well, hardly any. So here's another
chance to voice your opinion on last year's music, don't say we're not generous here on the
Music Pages. We did get some entries last week and early indications suggest that Hobnobs
and Tunnock's Caramel Wafers are running neck and neck for Best Band. Ha ha! No, just my
little joke! Actually, they're the front runners in the Best Biscuit category which seems to have
provoked a great deal of thought and deliberation. But not enough. Vote, vote, vote - you
know it makes sense.
Band ......................................................................................•.......................
Male Singer ................................................................•.•..................................
Female Singer ................................................................................................. .
New Act ....•...............•..•..................................................................................
Local Act ··~············································ ·· ······ ····························· ··· ·· ···············
LP •...................................................•.............................•.............•................
Single .....•.•. ...•.... ....................•......•......••.•..................•....................•......••..•....
Live Act .........•......................•.•.............•.................. -. ..•..•............ •• ...•.............•
DJ
Most Wonderful Person ...............• , ......••.•.••.................•.....................••.•....••. •. .•.•
Most Horrible Person ................•....••.........•..•..•........•...........•..•...........•.••...•.......
Turd .....•.....................••...•.•..••..•..........•..••.........•..•...•...•.••..••...............•.•......•
Male Sex Symbol .......••...•..........•...•.•..•..•..............•......•.....•...•.•.....••• -....•..••. ••..•.
Female Sex Symbol •.........................••.•.•..•••• :, .••...••. : ....•.••.•................•.•••.•.: ••.•.•..

·················································································································

A full job description is available from the EUSA or
EUSPB offices.
Biscuit············································.· ························································•······

;.Applications should be made in writing to The (N.B.: The best "biscuit" category . i~ the token novelty spot. Will .it be Jaffa Cakes, Plain
· Convener, EUSPB, 48 Pleasance, by . 3.00 p.m. Chocolate Digestives or what? Zany, huh??) •
FriClay, 28th Febraary.
Once completed, either send or hand in your entries to the Student offices at 48 The Pleasance.
Or stick them in one· of the Student Collection Boxes in the Mandela Centre Shop, DHT
Basement and the Teviot Row servitors' desk. Entries to be in no later than Friday, 28th
February .
,. ..

Redressing the balance

In the mercurial world of tele· n a articular sea-change has
which has assumed a
a blance of constancy - that is
:~: appearance of the "token "
woman . Of course Blue Peter has
been in on the act for years . There
has almost always been an action
girl fl anked by two ~ction i_nen ,
but it has become mcreasmgly
essential to include this "token"
woman on the expert discussion
panels of "serious" programmes,
such as "Question Time" or "Did
you see ... ?"
This move might be seen
merely as a strategy to deflect
vocal feminist objections, or more
optimisticly, it might be a public
acknowledgement that women do
have a valuable contribution to
make to intelligent discussion. If it
is the latter, the fact that "top"
women must make a solitary stand
among a panel of " top" men
reflects that women who have succeeded in their professions are
rather sparse on the ground only one in ten people in management jobs in Britain today are
women.
However going hand in hand
with depressing statistics like this,
is the emergence of an increasingly ambitious group of women
who are not content to dander
along in the ranks of junior management , but want to move up the
seale at the same rate and with the
same success as their male colleagues.
1·

~ ~~n pl~ce

New moves
It 1s reflective of this new school
among women that all the place~
for the fi rst "Woman In Manage.ment and Industry Conference"
organised in Scot°Iand were sold
out were over a week before the
event was due to take place.
Organisers Kate . Crean and
Joanna Buckingham were surprised and delighted by the scale
of the response ... "We even had.
phone call from Bradford asking if
a bus-load from Bradford could
attend." The conference dealt
with diverse areas of women's
work - from marketing, and public relations to engineering. Seminars and workshops were given by
women successful in a particular
field.
The conference was initially
started because its organisers felt
that there was a particular gap in
the course-structure. There were
schemes run to attract schoolgirls
into business and industry, but as
~et there was nothing to cater for
final year of postgraduate students at college or university. The
objectives of the conference were,
firstly, to introduce students to
women who are actually working
in a specific field, this was to give
them an insight into the reality of
the occupation , as opposed to the
theoretical side which was
churned out at universities. Secondly, to make women aware of
the opportunities that were available.
Kate
Cream
notes
"Women tend to go into areas
where they see other women have
gone before them - like publishing and personnel." Finally, the
conference was intended to raise
issues which women are likely to
be confronted with at work.
Following on from the
"Women in Management and
Industry Conference" a society has been set up "Women
in management and Industry
Student Society" to carry on
the work of the conference.
Students interested in joining

The first-ever "Wome · M
I
. n •.n anagement and Industry Conference" to be organised in Scotland, took
m Edmburgh. Before the event lshbel Matheson went along to talk to its organsiers
·tr
d uc mg a1!1 and Kate Crean about the conference and the problems faced by women in indusy an management: Sally Bur/ton attended the conference and gives he'r assessment of its value.

j0~~:~~ S~~rdhay

Winnie Ewing with

Kate Crean

Joanna Buckingham says:
"There are two things which
students will not believe before
they leave university; they will not
believe the prejudice, Business
Studies students will assume that
they will immediately go into
management positions. They
need to be woken up to the fact
that it depends on how good a
degree you get and how competent you are personally. The secand is that students think
"People will treat me as me - I
just happen to be a .woman." It
takes a year or so for it to sink in
that that isn 't the case."
This year in Britain women , on
average, get paid 35% less than
men . Kate Kreme has watched
this wage-gap develop personally.
"Two years on, the male colleagues I graduated with started in
middle management on £11,000
now they have moved up to £15 ,
£16, £17,000, whereas the women
who invariably got better degrees
are still , say, assistant account
managers , still around £8,000. "
The fact that men go farther
than women more quickly, can be
attributed to a number of factors
- it can be that men are given
responsibility more readily than
women and hence, get a chance
tci show their talents more
quickly. Or it can be for other
reasons, such as the need to fit in
socially with the rest of the staff.
Joanna Buckingham says, " What
we have is no longer overt discrimination - 'I won't employ
you because you are a woman' but covert discrimination 'well. she wouldn't quite fii in .. , .
' and if all the managers a re men ,
sitting around discussing rugby ,
well, she is not going to get a
chance ."

and Joanna Buckingham.

higher income. What it does not
take into account is that some
women wish to take time out and
start a family. Clearly there is a
need to challenge this traditional
structure with an alternative
which would allow women to pursue a successful career without
having to sacrifice a fulfilled and
happy personal life. The years
spent out of a job starting a family
must , Kate Crean thinks, be seen
in context:
"On average a women will
spend seven years out of tlie work.
force - a small fraction of their
working lives." Nor should time
spent away from a career be
'

regarded as detrimental. Joanna
Buckingham tells how top companies are now adopting a policy
of giving their "high fliers" time
out, and sending them to the Middle East to improve their minds
and social understanding. In an
ideal world a woman's time out
starting a family woulc1 be
regarded as having the same social
and personal benefits.

Women only
There are particular stresses
peculiar to a working-woman, not
least the common conundrum of

As a final year student in mid the 'Token women', the flavour
'job-hunt' I fo und the conference of the month to fall in line with the
particularly helpful. Themorn- current ' trend' of equality. Howing's events consisted of three ever, such situations, should they
very interesting speeches by suc- arise, need not discourage us, on
cessful women in a supposed the contrary, we should use them
'Man's World'. Their advice was to our advantage: make the conboth helpful and encouraging tracts
and
USE
THEM!
Women ARE good at dealing
Following an enjoyable lunch ,
with people, so why shouldn'. t the afternoon session was opened
they hold top management posi- by Mrs Winifred Ewing, Euro MP
tions? A message driven home by who talked of the appalling lack of
·Fiona Ballantyne, Head of Small women MPs and the difficulties
Business Services at the scottish lhey face in the House of ComDevelopment Agency. Since monbs.
graduating in English at EdmLater in the afternoon, two
burgh University some years ago , workshop sessions were held,
she has gone on to show that which I personally fou nd very usewomen can get to the top. She ful. Having signed up for particuadmits that she encountered one lar groups in the morning, we now
or two problems on the way: being had the opportunity to ask more
wheled out by a large company as questions and find out for ourse-

Ives just exactly what our future
careers might entail.
All the women who had been
invited to speak or lead workshops were assertive, positive and
above all femi nine. All were-willing to give advice to the individual, outwith official speeches
and sessions. During the day a
wide range of important issues
were discussed , from secretarial
courses to bringing up a fa mily
whilst working.
The event was held with a view
to encouraging women graduates
to make their mark in Industry
and Management. Many women
reluctantly or otherwise. fa ll into
stereotype roles. content to be a
secretary or te<1cher, nol a Manager or Headmistress
Sally Burlton

E.U. DEBATES COMMIITEE INVITE APPLICATIONS
FOR THE POST OF

SCHOOLS CONVENER
TO ORGANISE

Successful career paths

THE BANK OF SCOTLAND
SCHOOLS DEBATING CHAMPIONSHIP

The career structure of organisations is also particularly unsuitable for women. To be successful
most people must follow a
sequentfal career path, that is, be
promote_d siage by stage into
or finding out more information about it should contact:
Kate
Crean
(President),
Anneme Bery (Treasurer),
Alo Abed or Alex MonierWilliams (joint-secretary), cl
0 Heriot-Watt University.
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having to do not just one job but
two . Often a woman's working
day does not finish at the office
but can carry on for three or four
hours at night doing housework .
To combat these stresses , an
increasing number of "Women
Only" groups have sprung up .
These groups provide a means for
working women to come into contact with other women in similar
situat ions coping with similar
problems. Such organisations
have often been regarded as "eltist " by male colleagues. Kate and
Joanna acknowledge that th is
change might be levelled against
such groups, but very much see it
as a move for redressing the
balance . They both found such
groups extremely supportive and
felt they were a way to strengthen
women 's self-confidence.
At the moment women have to
struggle to get to the top ; they
have to overcome both social and
structural prejudices. Certainly
those " token " women on discussion panels are remarkable
because
against
the
odds, they have proved they
are just as competent as their male
colleagues. Further involvement
for women in industry or management must rest upon challenging
existing strctures , prejudices and
practices. Kate Crean assesses
the situation by quoting a top
female executive:
'"Men have our future in their
hands. Men are two people who
make the decisions' . . . If you
look at company directors," she
continues "98% are men, 2% are
women. For the sake of women"s
work it is important to change
men , but at the same time women
need the kind of self-confidence
that can only come by having time
to themselves - better than h av~
ing three minutes in the loo. "

APPLICATION FORMS AVAILABLE FROM
EUSA OFFICES
CLOSE FRIDAY 28TH FEB
12 NOON
0
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New moves afoot
have a slightly younger profile

At 43 ChrisBaur is one of the youngest editors The Scotsman than we've got." Mr Baur said
has had in its 169 yearhistory. In December he took the helm that he was looking at a number of
as only the 12th man to steer the course of"Scotland's National areas of the paper in an attempt to
Newspaper". Last week he spoke to Alastair Dalton about his achieve this, but that this was at an
early stage: "I've only been in this
new job.
position for six weeks, for
According to Chris Haur , "any- !half the hurdle already ," Mr Baur ·heaven's sake!", he said. He did
.
body in newspapers right now <aid.
·agree, howeve.r, th at . The t
However, the direct mput of Scotsman Magazine, which is pubmust look upon the stte of the
copy
by
journalists,
common
industry with a great deal of
lished once a month , had "a more
schizophrenia." He was referring aimost anywhere in the world
in
Britain,
is
the
second
except
to the fat that the 'new technology' that has been around for over part of the hurdle and has yet to be
a decade and is now being finally tackled. It will bring with it the
forced into use , most vertly in the potential for substantial time and
shape of Fortress . Wapping , is cost savings, but also the inevitable problem of job losses: "You're:
'going tc be a mixed blessing.
For the new editor of The essentially lifting the production
Scotsman the changes will mean process of the newspaper from the
new competitors, both for the caseroom into the editorial suite .
paper's readers and advertisers, .. Now what happens to all the
but at the same time there is the people in the caseroom?"
But Mr Baur said that he
prospect of more cheaply pmduced newspapers and a solution thought that ultimately this new
to some long-standing technical technology would cause "an explosion of new jobs", and used as
problems.
Chris Baur is only the 12th an example the Bank of Scoteditor in The Scotsman's long his- The Scotsman is not read by
tory . He is of Swiss ancestry. and students "as widely as we'd
was born in Surrey, but has lived
like • • • I think we ought to
in Scotland since the age of three .
He first joined The Scotsman as a have a slightly younger procopy boy in 1960, and after win- file than we've got."
ning top prize on his journalist
land's de'vefopment of their use of · decisively younger profile. It
training scheme, he has worked
would be lovely if we couldpublish
for the paperon and off since, in computers, which had allowed it with greate regularity," he said.
addition to spells at the Financif1/ their business to expand· so that · Becoming editor has meant that
many more people are employed
Times and in BBC Radio
there than before. As far as the Mr Baur has had to stop writing
and Television . He won a number
printing industry itself goes, he_ for the paper for the time being,
of awards foi his work , including
"something I do regret rather
being named 'Scots Journalist of said, "if you can get the atmos- because writing is what I very
phere in which new technology is
the Year' in the 1982 Fraser Press
seen not as a barrier but as an much like." Instead, he is engaged
Awards for his coverage of the
opportunity, then there could be a ·upon "internal reconstruction" ,
controversy surrounding the
no doubt in order to put The
proposed takeover of the Royal great explosion of new jobs. " Scotsman in better shape to take
New technology aside, and on its new competitors. Mr Baur
Bank of Scotland.
turning to The Scotsman itself, Mr said that the paper would be able
With the newspaper industry
Baur said that "we are perceived to challenge any forthcoming 'sat· "in a very convulsive, revolutionary state ," as Mr Baur describes as being a somewhat more elderly telite newspapers' (centrally comit , The Scotsman is actually better paper than we are in reality, " posed and printed regionally , with
which he put down its "somewhat local editions) by "maintaining
placed than much of Fleet Street
restrained"
appearance.
He our strength , which is our knowto face the impending changes.
Along with many provincial news- added that The Scotsman is also ledge and coverage of Scotland. I
papers, The Scotsman has already slightly male orientated, which is. don't care how much The Times
successfully introduced computer "something we will want to seeks to editionalise in Scotland.
photo-setting, to replace the 'hot tackle."
It will never be able to cover Scot·
He also said that the paper is land in the way I can. It couldn't
metal' machinery currently still
being. used by many national not read by students "as widely as afford to."
newapapers: "we have cleared we"d like ... 1 think we ought to
Mr Baur said that another
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reason

strength of The Scotsman is that
"it regards itself, and is politicaHy
an independent paper. " He said
that he thought that this was
important, because otherwise,
"we would no longer so visibly·
and audibly be serving the essential function in a little country like
Scotland of trying to provide a
bridge between the extremes of
politics which we attempt to do. "

believes what it believed at the
time, "that this country needs
constitutional reform of a fairly
profound nature, for the health of
the entire UK."
" I think the need is as clamant
today as it ever was," he said , "in
many respects more so, because
of the increasing magnetism in
economic and social terms of the
South East of England, which is a
very unhealthy, unbalancing factor in UK life.
"Constitiorial reform , drifting
towards some type of federal
structure, would be, in our view, a
sensible way to proceed . The
point is , how do you achieve this
in a political setting where none of
the major political parties really
w;mt to know?'

"every government wants to
manage the news somehow or
other."

.He also said that "a lot of people
would find themselves put off
from The Scotsman if we did make
too conscious an alignment with
one political party. "
The Scotsman also tries to take
great care in separating fact from
opinion in its reporting, Mr Baur
'said. "We do try quite consciously
not to mix those up because I
think that is not doing much of a
service to the reader. "
Asked whether he thought that
The Scotsman was still a campaigning newapaper, Mr Baur
replied , "Yes, I do think that. "
However , he said that in the past,
one the particular issue·of devolution , there had been a popular
misunderstanding of the paper's
.ro1e, and especially there had
been a misapprehension that it
was "climbing on some kind of
nationalist bandwagon.,, ..
Instead, Mr Baur said that The
Scotsman still very strongly

On the subject of pressures on
press freedom , which Donald
Trelford, editor of The Observer,
addressed in a lecture at the University in November , Mr Baur
said that "every government
wants to manage the news somehow or other," and he cited the
Falklands conflict as a good illustration of this. Howeve r , he added
that "we are living in an increasingly litigious society," a result, he
said, of public rather than government pressure. As an example, he
said that "doctors are now having
· to think as much about the possibility of being sued for an operation that isn 't properly done as
they are about the actual health
and welfare of their patients."
Finally, I asked Chris Baur
about the future . Did he expect
this to be his final job?
"I haven't the faintest bloody
idea ... I mean, I just don 't think
about it, quite honestly, " was his
reply. But he did say that, looking
back , editors of The Scotsman
have been ve ry long serving
people. " I tend to think instinctively that that's a mistake, that it
shouldn't be as long as that ," he
said. But he added , "I will want to
do a good job as editor, and God
knows what the future will bring."

Another try

On Saturday. the Sassenach
will attempt to retain his hold on
the Calcutta Cup at Murrayfield,
a ground where he has not tasted
victory since 1980. The battle will
undoubtedly be equal in ferocity
to Bannockburn, with all the old ,
if not dormant , nationalistic sentiments being voiced once more.
The English will be intent on proving that the Scots' superiority "is
more than a complex ... the Scots
anxious to prove that last year's
defeat at T"1ickenham in no way
justifies English· " delusions of
grandeur ...
The Calcutta cup match is the
o ldest international fixture , the
ancient foes having met IOI times
.since 1871. Though Scotland won
the inaugural match at Raeburn
Place , Edinburgh , England have
enjoyed the greatest share of success, winning 48 times to Scotland's 37 (there have been 16
draws). Over the years, Calcutta
Cup fixtures have produced a
number of interesting stories, not
least of which is Scotland's victory
in 1873, which has been attributed
to a local cobbler, who "mislaid"
the Englishmen's boots. ·
In more recent times, neither
side has achieved continuous success. In truth, both England and

•'

Jon ZiJkha pre.
S
d ,
views atur ay s
C a ICU tta CUp a t
Murrayfield.
Scotland have proved entirely
inconsistent not only from season
to season, but also from game to
game. Over their last ten internatio11als both sides have lost six
times, while fast season Scotland
were unfortunate enough to
achieve ·the ultimate disastrous
transformations - Grand Slammers to Wooden Spoonists in one
year.
This year's championship is one
of the most open for years, with
no team having won more than
once. Saturday's match is crucial
to the fortunes of both countries;
an English win would certainly
put them in line for the championship and would probably condemn the Scots to the wooden
spoon for the second successive
year. Likewise a Scottish win
would confirm their resurgence ,
first seen in the determined , if fortuitous, victory over France.
Unfortunately, Scotland's hopes
have twice been dented in the last

fortnight; their defeat by Wales
was typical of a season where the
tearo more deserving of victory
ends up losing , while in the last
two days they have lost the services of prop David Sole with a
nose injury, and. this could
severely hamper their chances of
containing the English pack. .
Both sides are equipped with
very skilful , fast threequarters
and so the match will undoubtedly
be decided by the quality of ball
provided to them by the forwards.
Collcough and Dooley will probably command the lineout for England , and for this reason Scotland 's efforts will best be concentrated on efficiently spoiling England 's possession. Beattie , Jeffrey
and Calder are definitely suited to
the defensive job which Scotland
will, I think, be resigned to.
England are themselves not
without injury problems, Davies
and Underwood being doubtfuls.
Should they prove fit , ttlen England could well take control. Th.e ·
saddest observation to be made is
.that the victorious side will probably be the one which kicks the better since as Scotland found to
th;ir cost in Cardiff, scoring tries
makes better amusement that it
does tactical stns~.

Help at Hand
The Welfare Committee exists
.to help stude nts with any problems they encounter at University
and so it exists as a very relevant
part of the _Students' Representative Council.
The committee sometimes follow up particular complaints and
try to guage how widespread a
problem is. A recent example is
the Sexual Harassment Discussion Docume nt which has just
been completed and will be sent to
every Directo r of Studies.
The paper seeks to outline what
"constitutes sexism and sexual
harassment in the University situation" and states how individuals
should report such incidents.
•whilst taking a fairly lighthearted
and realistic approach to most
sexist comme nts, a few unfortunate si tuations are described.
If you fee l insulted or concerned by a remark or another
individual's behaviour, then ask
your Directo r of Studies for a look
at the docume nt.
Welfare Services also like to
meet the needs of particular
groups of stude nts who may
encounter other problems. EUSA
publishes a ha ndbook o f Overseas
Students. the book offers a wide
range of pertinent pointers ranging from the practical immigration
requiremen ts to advice in social
customs. Most overseas students
•are given a c:Opy of the handbook when they matriculate.
However , if you arrived in Edinburgh at the beginning of this te rm
then you can get a copy from the
EUSA offices.
Handicapped students should
not be deterred from applying to
University but many encounter
day-to-day proble ms- especially
at Edinburgh where access to
many buildings is difficult. The
Manpower Services Commission
will be doing an access survey of
the Un iversity and will make a
report of the easiest ways of getting into the buildings.
In June, Edinburgh University
is hosting a pre-University conference fo r handicapped school leavers. Advice will be given on what
aids are required for study and
how to get them. A similar conference was held last year at
Strathclyde University and it is
hoped that its success will be
repeated in Edinburgh.
However , most students face
simi lar problems and there are
num ber of advisory organisations
run by either students or the University. Perhaps the best publi. cised is Nightli_n e which is run by

Opinion
It's no coinddence that,
under the present government, we
have had the longest teacher's,
nurse's and miner's strikes, in our
country 's history.
All were the inevitable result of
this government's Industrial Relations and economic policies which
have combined to create chaos in
our schools and colleges.
The teachers' strike has been
~eliberately
prolonged
and
mOamed by the Tories. Keith
JOSeph travels around the country
peddling his smear campaign
against the teachers, accusing
them of polltical bias and unprofessionalism. Howe'l'er, he does
nothing to persuade the Treasu"ry
to release enough money to pay the
teachers the decent wage recommended
the
independant
lloughton . Committee, a wage
which the teachers' employers

an anonymous group of students
every night from 6 am-8 pm. ·
_The Students' Advisory Counc1l 1s funded by the University and
1s at 9 B uccleuch Place. There is
one financial and accommodation
advisor and several councillors
_d eailng with more personal problems. It is necessary to make an
appointment and the service is
very busy at the moment.
Unfortunately , University cuts
mean that this service will face cut
backs next year. Accommoda-

tion , careers and advisory service
will face a £15 ,000 cut in their
grant next year. This will be disastrous for a service which is already
over worked.
Problems can also be discussed
with Cathy Presland , Welfare
Convener , who can be found in
the EUSA offices in Mandela
Centre . There is also a permanent
member of staff who can be contactd at the office - Gill Troop ,
the Education and Welfare
Ed visor.

' photo: S. Speiter
Money Advice Centre (MAC) was established two years ago by Susan
Deacon, then Vice President Court. About twenty volunteers operate
four desks set up in the different union houses between 12-2 pm: Monday, Teviot Row House; Tuesday, KB Centre; Wednesday, Chambers
Street and Thursday, Mandela Centre.
The volunteers will answer any
financial queries and also have a
stack of the forms necessary for
claiming social security benefits.
Students are eligible for housing
benefit,
supplementary
or
unemployment during vacations
and prescription and dental
exemptions.
Cathy Presland , the Welfare
Convener , encourages students to
claim for all the benefitsthat they
are entited to. the money is often
an essential supplement - espe·
cially so during vacations - and a
large number of claimants will
prove to the Government that stu-·
dents both require and use the
additional money .

Also available from MAC
desks are a couple of useful infor·
mation books. The How To Reni
book is published by Edinburgh
University Students' Association
and costs 40p. It advises on how to
find accommodation and also list>
tenants' rights.
The Financial Advice Book is
free and available on request. It is
a practical guide to grants, deeds
of covenant , PhD awards , social
security benefits, overseas stu·
dent grants and eligibility for taxing. The MAC desks also have
deed of covenant packs for claiming bnack tax on the parental con-.
tribution .

In these circumstances, it is no
would be willing to pay if only the
wonder that teacher-training
money was made available.
The government has taken this courses are now under-subscribed
underhand approach one step by as much as 40% for some subfurther in their treatment of the ects and that large numbers of.
nurses, awarding them a wage children are moving from comincrease and then refusing to give prehensive to private schools
the local health authorities the because their parents have lost all
confidence in that state system.
extra money needed to pay for it.
The Labour Party believes that
The sense of public duty felt by
teachers and nurses makes them the future of our country and, in
reluctant t~ strike but this factor particular our economic recovery,
has been cynically manipulated by depends upon the education of our
the government. Teachers have people.
reluctantly concluded that to allow Our eonomic competitors such
their morale and working condi- as West Germany and America
tions to decline still further, have increased education spendagainst the background of massive ing, providing Higher Education
cuts in the service they provide, places for 40% of their young
will do more harm in the long run people compared to 13% in this
country.
than if they stand and fight now.
A Labour government would
In the Lothian Region, local
education cuts last year caused the invest £500 million in the educaclosure of two primary schools, the tion system within ten years and
disentitlement of 5,500 child.ren to would give the teachers a decent
free school meals and further cuts working wage, reftecting the
in school cleaning services despite importance and the value of seroutbreaks of dysentery in two local vice they provide.
Adam O'Brien
schools that year.

This week's telly highlights are the movies 'Merry
Christmas, Mr Lawrence' (Wed., 10.00) and 'Android' (Tue.,
9.00) both on C4 .
Merry Christmas~ Mr Lawrence is a powerful and haunting Eastmeets-West tale set m a pnsoner-of-war camp in Java in 1942. Starring
David Bowie, Tom contt and Ryuichi Sakamoto, it's one of those films
which gets better (and more understandable) the more times you see it
Definitely my pick of the week.
·
Android , which is also getting its TV premiere , stars Klaus Kinski as
a mad scientist trying to create the perfect android in his remote spacestation. It's a low-budget sci-fi film of the 'Dark Star' school , i.e. witty
and mgemous rather than JUSt flash-bang-wallop special effects 'exhilarating fun ' was how the Financial Times described it.
Best new series of the week looks to be Prospects (Wed ., 9.00 , C4)a 'fast-moving drama series' set in and around the Isles of Dogs about
two Londone~s , one black the other white , dreaming and scheming on
th_e dole . But 1s this simply a harmless look at two streetwise likely lads
with hearts of gold , or more pernicious stereotype-making?
This week, Tom Lappin looks at Londoners and their stereotypes on
the box.
Strewth !· -wherever you look excellence of this show. Only the
nowadays on the TV, up crops a occasional happy community
Cockney to give you a spot of ver- knees-up scene spoils the realism .
bal. From the gloriously bigoted Eastenders' success revolves
Ureavsie baiting the Jocks on around its boldness in exposing
Saturday lunchtimes to the the seamier side of the East End in
moronic Jim Davidson waving the '80s, together with an accurate
Falklands souvenirs, from the grasp of the colourful idiosyn·nauseating Chas and Uave to the crasies of language that puts the
wicked Uanny Haker ; 1t seems tortuous rhyming slang in ' Minhalf of Greater London are in der' to shame.
Equity.
Good TV , whether drama or
TV legend has it that Cockneys comedy, often relies on effective
are always hard streetwise, lova- local colour. Too often programble rogues, very adept at 'pullin mes are set in the disgusting combirds' , or blondes, thick but affec- muter belt of the south of England
tionate , concerned only with 'pul- in artificial suburban households
lin blokes '. ' Birds', however , are (if I ever meet anyone who admits
very much a background to the to liking Fresh Fields they're dead
serious business. Adam Faith 's meat , by the way) . The 'grim
hapless Budgie, David Jason 's industrial north' has often been
Del , the little fish in a big pool , the setting for classic series,
Terry McCann , the dim hulk with whether Newcastle (When the
the heart of gold , Derek Jameson , Boat Comes In and the hilarious
all embody the concept of the Likely Lads) , Liverpool (Boys
good-looking young street lad from the Blackstuff etc) , Lancataking on the big boys with only shire (Coronation Street) to telhis wits and rhyming slang to help Ii ng effect. These series have all
him , that has become ingrained in been successful in evoking a local
the mind of the nation. Even atmosphere , dealing with predo- .
popular music, has found a niche minantly working-class charac· for the Cockney myth with the ters , speaking in regional dialects
success of such as Madness, Sham and being correspondingly more
69 , George Cole and the Commo- real, funny and touching. London
has fared less happily.
tions etc.
As a child of South Essex (so
Eastenders really soared to its
beloved of Alexei Sayle) I can phenomenal success on the
claim some experience of young strength of its balanced portrayal
Cockneydom. My 'mate' Stuart of all facets of London life. Its
likes soul music ('Them lucozades characters are complex, and very
are cool') , drinks lager, and human. Its episodes are violent .
cruises Shoeburyness seafront in erotic , hilarious , touching and dishis Ford Capri (featuring a promi- turbing all in 30 minutes. It stands
nently displayed sticker of a cat far above the one-dimensional
and the legend ' I Love Pussies'). attempts of other London-set
This seems only the tip of the series. Too often series like The
iceberg. The cosy community Sweeney or The Bill focused too
spirit so beloved in TV represen- strongly on the myth of the
tations of London folk seems very Cockney hard man , while the
much a part of a bygone age. likes of Minder or Only Fools and
Truth to tell the East End and Horses are too concerned with
Essex are hotbeds of racism, old- stressing the concept of the
fashioneci
sexism
and Cockney wide boy.
homophobia . Television has often
Perhaps the most disturbing
been culpable of reinforcing these aspect of the Cockney deluge is
attitudes by glamorising them. the essential conservatism that it
Behond the jovial facade of Jim embraces. The concentration on
Davidson 's mate ' Chalky' lurk the privat enterprise. the family and
spectres of the Ilford Nazi rallies the 'tasty bird' or 'old lady' preand the disgraceful views of Bil- dominates across the London
lericay MP Harvey Proctor. The working class. Perhaps Samantha
attitude of Pete Beale to the drag Fox epitomised the attitude - 'I
queen in 'Eastenders' was a typi- think I'm here to provide blokes
cal narrow-minded Cockney with a bit of fun-there's nothing
response . The fact that it was pre- wrong with that - of course I do
sented as such and that coloured have my. knockers - ooh that's a
characters are treated as individu- joke innit?'
als rather than racial stereotypes,
Compiled by David Cline
bear witness to the exceptional
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Love Jn .A Cold Climate··,
~==============~%??
El Presidente
Margaret Buchanan -

To Margaret Findlay ,
Your image is xeroxed for ever in
the depths .o f my heart.
he Sycophantic Filmgoer.

To my half of the kebab.
Strutting kate ,
Love, theEgo.
To Ben S.
You're very sweet .... but VERY
gullible.
Pete and Sally.
To the Lovers
Up yours!
Ben S,

•

They came from the crypt!
From S. to P. Happy 5th Feb.
Beautiful Blondie seeks her well
hung hunk fornights of horizontal
jogging acrobatic arabesques and
flights of'ecstacy. Meet Fnday 14
at TeviotDisco. Wear red tie and
I'll wear red beret.
near Ali (mee-too)
Thar.ks for a lovely year.
'12 pint (bubble-maker)
·champion of the .POBMOB floor
Norman I do you adore
This year's champion valentine
C'mon Norman , please be mine
Champion of thehockey pitch
You and I could strike it rich
,Graeme ; get lost you weed .
Norma
To LAURIE
My sweet, my darling - I've missed the moans and groans - I
ache for you, and long to be ruled
with passion as before. do stop by
sometime!
With Lust. from you know who.
Sharon, my love .
You know I'm better than Adam
- what do you need a dick for
anyway?
From Dici-in-a-can.
Yossi 1
So I finally figured out that cider

and vodka don 't mix - interesting result. eh? When I sent my
daughter to Uni . . .. ! Bedlam
Bop. look out!
Love Hangovers Anon.
Happy Valentine . Sweet Nectar
Love the Spewing Pod
Love to the Reclusive Foo.
To Bruce GrobellarTons of Love: It's always a
'.)leasue to put on~ past you.
Love Kerry Dixon.
To orca
Lots of love from your plankton
flat-mates .
To Chelsea
I'll love you forever.
Morkic of Bristo Place
To the Harrogate Schemie-1 love your mum.
To Kerry Dixon
Who cares? 2-1. sucker. Tons of
love.
Bruce Grobellar.
Hey! Crypt-kicker!
Something tells me that Beryl
Streep had the right idea in
Plenty. Bohemian Thespians are
what's on.
Love and hugs. Meryl 2.

Moo

Let me drop the 'definitely , probIt's a Jong way to Tobermory but ably' and leave it at definitely.
eleptiants have long memories. Crazy for you, but the eyes have
Happy Valentines Day!!!
it!
Whisky.
Bette Davis.
The Geog Soc Round the world in 50 years, and. Gary, Rick and Eddie Shona,
we only made it yesterday'!
Big Bum loves you lots.
Lets digitise. I've got your
Ed and Eddie. XXX
number, hen.
To an inconsiderate bastard
Elope with me for a Quick Step in
- Is once really all you can man- Robert:
SusanCampbelltown, my dearest wooly
so whats wrong with being too age?
jumper wearer! (Or first offer
What about that drink then?
young and having a head like a From a silly bitch.
Jane.
over 4ft 12 ins) .
chess board. At least I'm not fat.
Ian ,
Muruel 'I do geography' Bourhill JIM
Ruby- definition: Small , red &
I could go fornyou.
Prehistoric sausages? Too much
Kissy , kissy to the nicest dweeb of Pandora.
precious - Buit not cute.
vodka? A PHO ? Brshnev? Red
P&G
them all , from the passionable
busus take a lot of handling! !! !!
one.
Haggis tastes good with maple John H .
Rambo .
Newswoman syrup!
Trendy and wacky you may be
You' re news , dear. Sock it to - Drop in and taste me someBUT what you really lack is me!
Colin Gillie
them . the world needs you.
time!
How about some hard boiled
• Stuieeggs? Don't push me and I won't Cuddly Cathy and Koala Air- Love M.
I know you 're a penguin, but I
push you!
lines? I'm in trivial pursuit?
Vince,
.
love you.
To the Former Hon. Sec.
My little fridge , keep cool Fifty J.
- To a future that contains no
guilders and I'm yours .
more "rounds of applause and S. - Tell Russell to get the last
Phil.
bus!
Dr Elephant
many more Sunday nights. "
Gullane Beach and Baby Oil for
From your X-X
Rose ,
ever. I Love you , Squidge .
'(Rumour foiled .._ this is not John 'Maybe this year' Sotillo,
Remember the pain the the bicy- petal of my life , I want to fondle Kangaphant
from Claire McLintock)
85% of your internal organs .
cle ~lips.
To Gillian M.
Steve.
mmm ... mmmm .... !
Dear Alan Y,
"Can I be your Abelard?,
You 're a fascist but we love you
It isn 't really very hard.
LizTo Shona, MTR ,
really.
Just say the magic words, Yes
I do it by maps and diagrams, fin- When will you visit the Leper
The crucial Four
please,
colony again.
layson.
To become the modern Heloise."
Laz.
Kissy Kissy to SEXY SIMON , I've got my compass pointed at
Salisbgury Green's super Hunk! '! you.
Crazy Eyes ,
For Steven - Babe
From a Fellow Geographer.
Good luck with your middle "Shine On." You are the prize .
He , He , Colin - You turn us all Experience Canaders
. name.
Eternal
to jelly, Na, Und?
Past and Present. What an expen- From the cloaks and daggers.
Weetabixence. The syrups still running and
And she doesl} 't care if you have
Be pure!
the saps still rising. It may be 40 To Susan Newall
no milk!! Go for it!. Brewster
Be chaste!
below but I don't give a .... Good
Well, I wonder
House awaits a move .
Be brace!
luck and Hi!
Do you hear me when you sleep?
Behave!
TheMM.XXX .
I hoarsely cry
Colin Gillie
Anon. TRH
Well, I wopder
Only £31 for all that inside leg?
Dearest,
Do you see me when we pass
Now thats what I call a rural
MikeI understand your necrophiliac I half die.
developer!
Your tits are great
tendencies but you are allowed to Please keep me in mind .
Luv , Kev.
move now and then I think I betCathy Thomas
ter give you some training . .
To a
certain
Aberdonian Can we buy you a snakebite, hen?
Trina.
once at least.
Architect
Or even 4r! Who luvs ya Baby?
Peanut Butter makes you sterile.
Love from any one in trousers.
Who needs Vitruuvius when
Luv. Kev
you've got me?
The Rabie Baby To Krish
- The one who loves you after all Seen any amourous buses lately?
To Rambo Ronnie Ca nn
Whisk me off in your wicker basthese
years?
Be under it! Can 't live without
LOVE;V.(+Tr),
ket anytime babes?!!
you ....
(CAUSE). (We. (BECOME)). Love, Guess Who!
Romeo,
((LOVE) (YOU).
". . . Love you like the stars
Probably wrong but who cares.
Ken Shoji- ex-Senior President above, love you till I die." I think. Frizzy Lizzy?
You can squash me anytimne .
Love and essays. L3.
Oranges grow in SPAIN
this Tunnel of Love is well worth Haven't you heard my pips
Apples grow there too
the trip.
squeak? XXX .
Anne-Marie
But it takes a place like Tokyo
Juliet.
How can anyone in such a small To grow a peach like you.
Alaistair of the Red and Black
package be so wonderful?
slbb.XXX.
Claudia
scarf (Accounts 2). What a gentleLove . the entire world.
Let us resume the Anglo Ameriman! I'd follow your 15 anywhere.
To Smelly Mike
can relat ions talks
Shannon H-J
I miss you
Perhaps in a more , well, romantic Sorry Nick!
Next time you come banging. Nasty David
venue
make sure I hear and we can have
And without those Pictish Drun- M.B.M .W.
"I'll still behere needing cuddled"
an orgy all to ourselves.
To ghe girl in Purple kards interrupting all the time,
Thats what the teddy bear said,
The Big Hunk.
!st Floor EUML
Love, .. ......
' i'd like to second that motion,
See you in the coffee room?
But can I have the cuddle instead?
Dave G.
GSH
Cat
Oh dear.
Of course I shouldn't bite, But it's
FishfaceHow sad.
To Donald P.
so much fun
Remember Iklahoma in '56?
Never mind.
You may not know what a budget Love you . E.
A Radical Lawyer. XXX .
is
To someone I love.
But you can sure budge it!
Alison: I love the way you reach
·Calling Panda 1:
.
Juliet never had it so good. . You really move me.
me on tiptoe!
"! just called to say I want a big
Neither did Knopfler. see you in Pipsqueak.
1828
hug on Valentine's Day
the Tech Box .
Over and Out, Panda 2!
The Woman in Black.
To Cream-Bun Charlie F.
Malcolm - Why give it all to the
Keep the EUSACO flights com- clinic?You know I'd willingly pay
Dave Clark is GEORGEOUS!!
To the hippie with the Wisp in ing!
much· more than £5 - even just
From
the
Five.
Holland. Will you forget your See you in Austria again.
for a little bit! Slug
xxxxxxxxxxx
pyjamas again' See you soon. . Ever yours, the GEISHA GIRL
Love Rasta.
Skinhead McHutcheon
Pete , ·
I'm getting bored with all these
Lets elope tomorrow .
To Donald Rutherford:
To Alastair
I need a merit too-How about it Wendy - Is it to be mulled soppy valentines. Lets leave it at a
I love you too!
straight love you.
whisky next time?
Big Boy?
Love and lust . Samantha Fox.
Sally
John S.
To whoever does What's On:
To Sally B
This particular Bohemian ThesYou write great train stories!
pian loves you madly.
Still love you. Jane Irina.
Love from the Fan Club
Gl,JSTY CRAMPTo H.T.
Vicki:
-You're such a haimble.
Go for it!
Give it to me , left, right and I Love You :
C.M .
centre
-STELL~XXX
Oh Sarah , Let's run off with the
Chequebook. I will love you for
ever.
The Treazh .
IAR
Let's make a trip to Bavaria, Pet.
on a real Christmas Tree.

The main woman . What about
something alternative?
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Sport

Mark and co. have a ball

The annual Sports UnionBall took place last Thursday at the North British Hotel. Student sent David Yarrow down
to photograph the event which is firmly establishing itself at the forefront of the University's social calendar.

It's girls girls for Archie MacPherson as Stephanie Thomson, Genna
White, Mary MacPherson and Lil
Mo1t ~ han collect their respective
awards. His wife meanwhile, was
ully occupied with the raffle,
where she won a goldfish.

Top left: Sophie Buchanan,
Craig Stewart, Joe Good burn
and Paul Stockman.
Top middle: Jessica Lawlor
. the ball organiser with Andy
Beale.
Top right: Graham Frost and
Rachael Cu'!1mine,
Left: Sports Union President
Mark
Loughlin
with
girlfriend Mary-Kate Moran.
Right: It's a meeting of
alcoholics anonymous. Those
attending: Louis Cusdin, Kit
Campbell and Jane Roger-

Top left: Gordon Winch collects the
prize of Sportsman of the Year.
Top middle: The MacPhersons pose for
the press.
Top right: It's that man Winch again
with Sportswoman winner Morsela
Robertson.
Left: More awards to Richard MacCallum, David Bell and Don Williams.

'I would shake your hand buffe;ir that it might fall off.
Archie hands over yetmore loot to Pete Fowlie, Paul
Harmer and Donald Drury and Lil Monahan.' ·
We aj>ologise for the fact that we are
unable to feature more of the 500 participants in this social extravag~nza,
but this was due to a lack of suitably
sober subjects.
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~Ski

Saturday 6'J Octopushy

On Monday 3rd February became the order of the day. A
second and third. The Edinburgh the Sub Aqua Club went to a result Adrian "No Brain" ·Rods.
women did a one-two-three with Leith Nautical College for its dom came out of the pool looki
the event again being won by first ever game of octopush like a. giant noughts and cross~~
board and Crawford Fost ·
Moira Langmuir with Mary Mac- outside the University.
climbed from the pool spur•i~r
pherson and Tania Adams just
This is played in a swimming blood .everywhere . Special men~
behind in second and third.
. Another strong performance pool with two teams each consist t1on to Sophie Dove who lived u
from our other first team mem- ing of eight players, six in the pool to her name and literally fie~
bers (Alan McGregor 6th, Bill . at any one time with one or two through the water at the start of
Manson 8th, Jim Garland 9th) ·substitutions after each goal, each each new squid.
gave Edinburgh 1 a convincing placer wearing mask , snorkel and
. On the other hand , the 2nd
win in the team event with St fins. A lead puck (the squid) is eight used none of its so-carefully
Andrews 1 and Heriot-Watt 2nd placed halflway down the pool
planned tact.ics.and as a r~sult lost
and at the whistle both teams very convmcmgly with no
and 3rd.
swim off from opposite ends of the
The men's combined trophy pool - the idea being to push the style whatsoever. I did hear the
. was won by Mark Blyth , with squid to the other end using a score 10-1 whispered! The only
bright spot of the match was when
Roddy Langmuir second and wooden paddle.
Mad Mark (he of formation honkAndrew Steel third. Tlie women's
The 1st eight played first using ing fame) scored our only goal.
combined was taken by Moira
Langmuir, with Tania Adams and all the tactics worked out in the The main problems were general
Jane Dobson in second and third pub the night before and · con- lack of fitness and nobody being
places. The team combined event sequently winning 6-3 with hat- able to get down to the bottom of
was won very convincingly by tricks from Crawford Foster and the 10 ft end of the pool for any
Edinburgh 1 (Roddy Langmuir, Andy "Conan the Barbarian" decent length of time which meant
Alan McGregor, Bill Manson and Hopkins. Although octopush is an undefended goal.
Jim Garland) with St Andrews 1 not meant to be a contact sport we
All in all a great evening capped
.second and Heriot-Watt third. In soon realised LNC hadn 't read the by the debriefing session with
a field of 19 teams Edinburgh 2. rules so that ripping masks off, -McEwan 's and Belhaven 801- and
and 3 placed fifth and sixth show- pulling trunks down and using the No. 3 all in full flow.
as
knuckledusters
ing that Edinburgh is a force to be paddles
Ted Bri~dley
reckoned with in university skiing. Watch this space for the
results of the Scottish Universities
championships next weekend.
David Vine
I've been a student for only one year.,
But I've learnt to drink both whisky and beer,
_Since I first met the Shinty Club crowd,
And now ·a team member I am right proud.
The captain is Neil , a fine Selkirk man ,
And should we get beaten he carries the can,
road , legally at least! Treasure Tuesday evening or contact the
He has a huge lump he calls a belly,
hunts involve solving elementary club secretary, Paul Clenahan, at
And as he looks like the elephant we call him Nelly.
(?) clues round a four to five-hour flat 4, 5 South College Street.
Now N.elly said "Boys, to Glasgow we'll go,
long course, usually with a sto·p
Forthcoming events include:
To give Mid-Argyll a fine shinty show."
for lunch.
e Friday 14th February: Univer- But he hadn't thought of the snow so white,
The club magazine appears at sity 12 Car Rally.
For if we'd gone to Glasgow we'd've been stuck for the night .
(ir)regular intervals , usually when e Saturday 22nd February:
enough articles are submitted. Aquarius Rally , Dunfermline.
So that's the reason I've no tale to tell ,
Included in it are reports on . e Sunday 2nd March: Treasure
For Mid-Argyll hate the snow as well.
recent events and a general Huitt.
But for Saturday coming you'll not need a report,
round-up of club news, as well as
As you'll be coming along to give us support.
Entry forms for all these events
details of future events. At preIf you're not on the line at Old Peffermill ,
sent the magazine is called Mes- can be collected on Tuesday even·
But at Murrayfield getting your rugby's fill ,
sage but the last committee meet- ings or from the secretary.
Never mind; for in the evening we're free ,
Kenneth McFarlane
ing unanimously carried the prop·so we'll see you all at our ceilidh.
osal to change the name to WriteThe band is 'a cracker - none but the best,
Off. This appears an appropriate
And the bar's open longer than all t)le rest.
place to add that the grant from .
The ticket's are cheap at £1.50 for one,
the University means that club
And my song must finish for the ad's been done.
members taking part in events can
Tomas Maguidhir
have their entry fee reimbursedIntra-Mural Badminton Tables
subject to the proviso that an artiPW L Pts
cle is written for the magazine on Premier Division
4 3 I 0
GGGroupies
the event in question!
Lawsoc ·A·
3 3 0 6

For those of you who are into the British Olympic ski team, ·
used to skiing in Scotland and with our own Roddy Langmuir in
to whom a force 9 gale is a second and St Andrews Andrew
gentle breeze and a shadow of Steel in third. Of the women, our
own Moira Langmuir (sister of
our great golden friend just
Roddy) won by 2 seconds from
visible through the cloud, and Tania Adams, also of Edinburgh,
a mist of brown snow consti- with Jane Dobson of 'Heriot-Watt
. totes sunshine, two weekends over 10 seconds behind ·in third
ago would have been right up · place. Our first team 's No. 2,
your street. For such were the Alan McGregor, fell iq the first
run but some fine racing from Bill
conditions in which the IreManson (5th) and Jim Garland
land
Alloys
Universities (7th) meant that Edinburgh 1 had
Championships were held.
a resounding victory with HeriotWatt and Glasgow 1 seco1.1d and
Usually, the format of the third. Eventually, we made it off
weekend is a dual (or even triple) the mountain half an hour after
Y-slalom on Saturday followed by the ski lift company had all gone
a GS on Sunday. However, since home , and those of us who were
it fell upon us at EUSC (Simon not too tired used other methods
Eyers with a little help from Bill of obtaining horizontality .
Manson, joint race conveners of
The next morning , the organisthe club) to organise this.
extravaganza, we decided to ing team were up on the mountain .
change the programme so that we at crack of dawn and had everyheld a serious slalom on Saturday . thing under control so that the·
race started dead on time. The
and a less serious GS on Sunday.
quality of racing was exception-·
After some confusion on Satur- ally high , considering the 'mild
day morning, we managed to start breeze' which would have pulled
the race only one and a half hours apart even the· space shuttle and
late . The race was won convinc- -all except four of the starters
ingly by Mark Blyth, Glasgow fihished. Again, Mark Blyth won
University , showing that he has with Ross Blyth , Dundee Univernot lost the talent which got him sity, and Roddy Langmuir in close

/!!; Shinty Lullaby

llJ Driving without a car
The University Motor Club
is an organisation that
perhaps needs more of an
introduction
than
other
clubs, if only for the purp0se
of dispelling at least two
myths. Firstly, you do not
need a car to join the club indeed, you do not even need
to be able to drive. Secondly,
the club is not (or at least is
not meant to be) a male-orientated, greasy overalls and
pints convention! Female
members are presently conspicuously notice.able by their
absence and the club would
welcome 'any budding female
driver or navigator.
To that end, what does the club
have to offer? My primary reason
for joining was to be able to take
part in navigational rallying. To
re-emphasise what was said earlier, a car is not necessary. In rallies, a good navigator is the key to
success-and practi~ makes perfect, plus the ability to know your
left from your right at 60 mph on a
B-class road! But the club offers
more than rallying. Already this
year there has been a grass
autotest at a farm on the outskirts
of Edinburgh and a tarmac
autotest at Crichton Street car
park. as well as the treasure hunts.
To explain, an autotest i~ basically
the opportunity to do everything
you cannot do with a car on the

Badminton

The club also has a social side.
There are club meetings in the
Pleasance Bar every Tuesday
evening from 8.30 pm onwards,
and we have recently had a successful ice-skating evening at
Murrayfield Ice Rink and a trip to
the ski slope at Hillend. future
eve nts, at the time of writing,
include pub crawls and (hopefully) a skittles evening.
To finish with, this opportunity
must be taken to encourage new
members to join. Even if you are
just curious and would like more
details either come along on a

lndust Soc
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3
3
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Baird House
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3
2
2
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Geog Soc
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2
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Ewing House
Alt EntsCo

Comsoc·e·
Semantic Netz
Ecology Soc

A Champion Chin
·-The Scottish under-20 fencing championships were held
at the weekend together with
the Open Ladies' epee and
sabre competitions at George
Watson's College.
Although only a small number
of University fencers were eligible
for the under-20 category, those
who entered did well with Conrad
Chin winning the foil and reaching
the last eight in the sabre and epee
competitions, Niall Anderson
coming third in the epee and
Jenny Anderson winning the
ladies event.
In the Open ladies epee Jenna
White was third and Jenny Anderson reached the last . twelve ,
thereby qualifying as members of
the Scottish ladies epee squad for

PRIZE

the Commonwealth Games.
In the ladies sabre Jenny
Anderson popped up again, this
time with Louise Simpson , both
girls reaching the last eight.
Gordon Campbell

On Monday a report was presented to the District Council
Recreation Committee on the
subject of facilities for women in
sport in the city. The main prop·
osal in the report was that £25,000
be spent on creche equipment and
'soft play' facilities for all council
baths and sports .centres. At present only Meadowbank Stadium
and the Commonwealth Pool
have any real facilities provided.

;CROSSWORD

Unfortunately, there is no prize crossword this week, but it will
return next week. The winner of last week's crossword :-vas Charm~~:
Chinniah, Fraser House, Pollock Halls. She will receive £5.00.
correct solution was:
ACROSS: l. Matches5. Distort 9. Horatios 10. Coddle 11. Truffles 12. Adher~~·
Can of worms p. Voting on it 21. Renown 22. Slow boat 23. Ordeal 24. Is it rea ·
Shelley 26. Sleeper.
Old pearl
DOWN:l. Mahatma 2. Turnup 3. Hit off 4. Scores a lot 6. Show down 7.
p
8. Teeters 15. socialists 16. Snow ball 17. Various 18. Settler19. Swathe 20. Tore u .

